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ABSTRACT 
The main aims of the present report are to describe the current state of railway transport 
in Russia, and to gather standpoints of Russian private transportation logistics sector 
towards the development of new railway connection called Rail Baltica Growth Corridor, 
connecting North-West Russia with Germany through the Baltic States and Poland. 
North-West Russia plays important role not only in Russian logistics, but also wider 
European markets as in container sea ports handling is approx. 2.5 mill. TEU p.a. and 
handling volume in all terminals is above 190 million tons p.a.  

The whole transportation logistics sector is shortly described as an operational 
environment for railways – this is done through technical and economic angles. 
Transportation development is always going in line with economics of the country, so the 
analysis on economical development is also presented. Logistics integration of the 
country is strongly influenced by its engagement in the international trade. Although, raw 
material handling at sea ports and container transports (imports) are blossoming, 
domestic transportation market is barely growing (in long-term perspective). Thus, recent 
entrance of Russia into World Trade Organization (WTO) is analyzed theme in this 
research, as the WTO is an important regulator of the foreign trade and enabler of volume 
growth in foreign trade related transportation logistics. However, WTO membership can 
influence negatively the development of Russia’s own industry and its volumes (these 
have been uncompetitive in global markets for decades).  

Data gathering in empirical part was accomplished by semi-structured case study 
interviews among North-West Russian logistics sector actors (private). These were 
conducted during years 2012-2013, and research compiles findings out of ten case 
company interviews. Although, there was no sea port involved in the study, most of the 
interviewed companies relied in European Logistics within significant parts in short sea 
shipping and truck combined transportation chains (in Russian part also using railways). 

As the results of the study, it could be concluded that Rail Baltica is seen as possible 
transport corridor in most of the interviewed companies, if there is enough cargo 
available. However, interviewees are a bit sceptical, because major and large-scale 
infrastructural improvements are needed. Delivery time, frequency and price level are 
three main factors influencing the attractiveness of Rail Baltica route. Price level is the 
most important feature, but if RB can offer other advantages such as higher frequency, 
shorter lead times or more developed set of value-added services, then some flexibility is 
possible for the price level. Environmental issues are not the main criteria of today, but 
are recognized and discussed among customers. Great uncertainty exists among 
respondents e.g. on forthcoming sulphur oxide ban on Baltic Sea shipping (whether or not 
it is going to be implemented in Russia). Rather surprisingly, transportation routes to 
Eastern Europe and Mediterranean area are having higher value and price space than 
those to Germany/Central Europe. Border crossing operations (traction monopoly at rails 
and customs), gauge widths as well as unclear decision-making processes (in Russia), are 
named as hindering factors. Performance standards for European connected logistics 
among Russian logistics sector representatives are less demanding as compared to 
neighbourhood countries belonging to EU.  

Keywords: railway corridor, investments, demand, European Union, Russia 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

Tutkimustyön tavoitteena on analysoida Venäjän kuljetussektorin tilaa, erityisesti 
rautateiden näkökulmasta. Tätä tarkastelua laajennetaan työn empiirisessä osassa 
puolistrukturoidulla haastattelututkimuksella Pietarin alueen yrityksille. Pääasiallisena 
teemana haastatteluissa on Rail Baltica kasvun korridori, joka valmistuessaan yhdistää 
Luoteis-Venäjän Saksaan mahdollisimman suoralla maayhteydellä (rautatie) Baltian ja 
Puolan kautta. Venäjä, ja erityisesti Pietarin alue, ovat tärkeitä tämän yhteyden 
tulevaisuuden kannalta, koska Venäjän logistiikkavirrat ovat niin keskittyneitä juuri 
luoteisosiin (Pietarin satama käsittelee nykyisin n. 190 milj. tonnia rahtia ja 2.5 milj. 
TEU-konttia p.a.). 

Kirjallisuustutkimuksessa ja nykytilan analyysissa rautatiesektorilla keskitytään niin 
teknisiin seikkoihin kuin myös talouden kehitykseen viimeisten vuosikymmenien aikana. 
Lähitulevaisuudessa Venäjän logistiikkasektorin suurin haaste on maailman 
kauppajärjestön (WTO) jäsenyys. Toisaalta WTO-jäsenyys ruokkii logistiikan kasvua 
(vienti ja tuonti), mutta  samalla maan oma teollisuus voi kärsiä kilpailukyvyttömyytensä 
vuoksi volyymilaskua (kuten se on tehnyt viimeiset vuosikymmenet). Lukuunottamatta 
satamien raaka-ainekäsittelyä ja konttimarkkinaa (tuonti), maan sisäinen 
kuljetusmarkkina ei ole juurikaan osoittanut kasvua (vuosikymmenien perspektiivissä).  

Empiirisen osuuden aineisto on kerätty pääasiassa Venäjällä Pietarin alueella ja 
kymmenen puolistrukturoitua haastattelua tehtiin lähinnä vuoden 2012 toisella 
puoliskolla ja vuoden 2013 alussa. Haastateltavat yritykset olivat usein logistiikan parissa 
työskenteleviä, mutta eivät satamia. Logistiikkavirrat Euroopan kanssa rakentuivat 
kuitenkin suurimmaksi osaksi satamien ja kumipyöräkuljetuksien kautta (Venäjän päässä 
myös rautatiekuljetuksilla). 

Haastatellut yritykset näkevät Rail Baltica –korridorin hyvinkin mahdollisena 
vaihtoehtona logistiikkavirroilleen, joskin volyymin määrä oli huolenaiheena. Eniten 
rautatieyhteydessä epäilytti nk. oheisinfrastruktuurin rakentaminen, joka tarvitaan 
erityisesti Venäjältä tuleville kuljetuksille. Vastaajat näkivät myös kuljetuspäätösten 
olevan useiden tekijöiden summa (aika, frekvenssi ja hinta), joskin hinta määrää nykyisin 
paljolti käytettävän yhteyden. Ympäristöasiat eivät ole nykyisin vielä päätöksenteon 
kriteerinä, mutta ne tunnistetaan ja niistä keskustellaan asiakkaiden kanssa. Tuleva 
rikkipäästörajoitus Itämerellä sisältää paljon epävarmuutta vastaajissa (otetaanko se 
käyttöön Venäjällä vai ei). Pääasiallisesti tarjotun yhteyden (Keski-Eurooppaan, Saksa) 
lisäksi vastaajat näkivät Rail Baltica –yhteyden tarjoavan hyvän mahdollisuuden Itä-
Euroopan ja Välimeren suuntaan. Jälkimmäisillä yhteyksillä on kysyntää ja arvoa, mutta 
myös joustavuutta enemmän hintojen suhteen. Rajanylitykset (vetopalvelumonopoli 
rautateillä ja tulli), vaihtuva raideleveys ja heikosti ennustettava Venäjän oma 
päätöksentekoprosessi nähtiin rajoitteena yhteyden käytölle. Positiiviselta kannalta 
katsottuna Venäjän logistiikkasektorin suorituskykyvaatimukset ovat huomattavan paljon 
alhaisemmat kuin muilla Rail Baltica –mailla. 

Avainsanat: rautatiekorridori, investoinnit, kysyntä, Euroopan Unioni, Venäjä 
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1.   INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Background of the research and research gap 

The present study is a part of the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor Russia project, which is 

coordinated by the Center for Markets in Transition (CEMAT) at the AALTO University 

School of Economics, Helsinki, Finland. It is focused on the standpoint of Russian 

private transport sector relating to the development and utilization of the new railway 

corridor, called Rail Baltica. Data collection for the preset study was conducted under the 

framework of the Activity 1, for which Lappeenranta University of Technology is 

responsible for.  

 

In the context of stiffening of environmental requirements for transport by the EU side, 

railway transport appears to be one of the most preferable options for freight due to its 

environmental friendliness. Railway transport is the lowest producer of CO2 emissions, if 

it makes use of electric power for train traction (Hilmola, 2012). Railway transport still 

remains to be the most environmentally friendly in the case of making use of diesel fuel 

(Ecopassenger, 2012). Thus, the development of railway-based transport corridors should 

be of top-priority for connecting European and Asian transport networks (Peniaz, 2012). 

 

EU is the leading trade partner for Russia in monetary terms based on recent statistics. 

According to the customs statistics, the same position EU held in year 2011, when it 

made 49 % of total freight turnover of Russian external trade. (FCS, 2012) Accession to 

the WTO and opening of Russian internal market should increase trade flows as between 

Europe and Asia with the use of Russia as a transit country, but also between Europe and 

Russia, when Russia is the final destination. In this case, additional transport capacity is 

required (Gorbunkova, 2009). Need in development of transport infrastructure is as well 

outlined by the European strategy for transport development, which is stated in “The 

White Book”. Its main goal is to involve all modes of transport in cooperation in order to 

support the interoperability of the whole European transport network in terms of expected 

cargo flows growth. Availability of different transport solutions will provide countries’ 
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economies with optimal and sustainable way of resources utilization. (RBGC report, 

2011) There are several routes used to transport cargo from Russia to Europe, such as 

(Gumeniuk, 2012): (i) Germany - Poland, which provides connection of TEN-T to 

Russian Eurasian transport corridors, (ii) through Russian Sea ports, (iii) through Finnish 

ports, and (iv) through the North-West region of Russia and ports of the Baltic States. 

 

St. Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast belong to macro-region North-West Russia, and 

these two have together total population of 6.2 million people. North-West Russia itself 

contains rather large territory, and is covering 9.8 % of the total geographical span of the 

country and has population above 13 million people. This region has one mega city – St. 

Petersburg, with total population 4.5 million people. Trade turnover of this region (St. 

Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast) with the EU makes well above 15 billion USD in a 

year (actually St. Petersburg alone is at this level). The GDP of the region is one of the 

highest in the whole Russia. (Petrostat, 2012) Nowadays, the region is developing 

actively, and is involved in Rail Baltica Growth Corridor Russia (RBGC Russia) project, 

which concept is currently under development (Figure 1). St. Petersburg is the leading 

zone in logistics within the entire Russia. Although, country has tried to develop e.g. 

Black Sea Region as well as Asian side in similar fashion, absolute numbers of e.g. St. 

Petersburg sea ports are staggering. Except for economic crisis year of 2009, sea port has 

been showing annual growth (Figure 2). Currently more than 2.5 mill. TEUs are handled 

and total cargo amount is well above 190 million tons. Even if general cargo has high 

volume, absolute numbers could be explained mostly with raw material exports 

(particularly oil and oil products, more than 110 mill. tons in year 2012). Russia has been 

consistent in centralizing increasing material flows to greater St. Petersburg area as in 

year 2000 only 7.4 mill. tons of oil was handled in the sea port (Koskinen & Hilmola, 

2005). Further growth is possible through the capacity of Ust-Luga (mostly in general 

cargo). 
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Figure 1. Alignment of the RBGC Russia. Source: RBGC, 2012   
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Figure 2. Cargo handling in the greater St. Petersburg sea port through its terminals as 

measured in TEUs (containers, left y-axis) and ‘000 tons (all cargo groups, 
right y-axis). Source: Hilmola (2011a), Big Port St. Petersburg (2013) 
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RBGC Russia is a part of a bigger project, the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor. The main 

aim of Rail Baltica Growth Corridor (RBGC) is to create platform for fruitful cooperation 

and elimination of burden on the environment from transport sector in North-East Europe 

region, which unites Finland, Latvia, Lithuania, Estonia, Poland and Germany. This 

project was established with an aim to enhance competitiveness and accessibility of cities 

and regions in this geographical area. Russia was not included into the project at the first 

stage as it is not a part of European Union. At the same time, country is very important 

participant for the project due to its political and economical potential. (RBGC report, 

2011; Laisi et al., 2011) Activities of RBGC Russia framework are aimed to find out, if 

there is interest in development of new railway transport corridor in the North-West part 

of Russia (Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad Oblast) on the part of companies operating in 

the transport sector of the region and other stakeholders. Understanding of how the 

decision-making process is executed and which actors can influence it are also included 

in the set of activities’ goals. (RBGC report, 2011) 

 

1.2. Objectives of the research and research questions 

Objectives of the present study are to describe the current state of railway transport in 

Russia and to gather the standpoints of private companies towards development of the 

new railway corridor in the region. The more precious aim is to understand whether 

Russian companies operating in the North-West region are ready to use services of the 

Rail Baltica, and which are the main prerequisites the corridor is expected to have. In this 

regard, research questions for the present study are as follows: 

1.   What is the current state of railway transport in Russia? 

2.   Can RBGC Russia be considered as a potential transport corridor for increasing of 

cooperation level between Russia and EU? 

Main research questions are divided into several sub-questions, which are provided 

below: 
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- How do the respondents evaluate the decision-making process in the country? 

- What are the problems and possibilities in transportation system? 

- How do the respondents see the condition of transport infrastructure? 

- What is the amount of co-operation between different authorities, involved in freight 

transportation, in the country? 

- Will there be any influence of the WTO on development of the transport sector? 

- What is the private sector’s opinion towards RBGC? 

- What challenges are expected in connection with the implementation of the project? 

 

1.3. Delimitations 
 
This work is concentrated on freight transportation only. Due to shortness of time only 

private companies were interviewed, and the sample does not include companies from the 

sea sector. All the information provided by the respondents regarding the marine 

operations are based on interviewed companies’ experience in short sea shipping 

transportation and personal experience of the respondents. 

 

We would also like to remind that our research is limited to North-West Russia, even if 

this region is just one part of the largest country in the world. Also this region has grown 

considerably in sea transport and trucking interface within general cargo segment during 

the last decade, which is also seen in the answers of respondents in the empirical part of 

our study. Russian transportation logistics functions through railways, but this mostly 

over longer distances (several thousand kms).  

 

 

1.4. Structure of the report 
 

The first chapter presents background of the topic and research gap. Research questions 

and delimitations are also described. Chapter 2 presents the research methodology chosen 

for the research, as well as thorough description of collecting the empirical data. 
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Chapter 3 is devoted to the description of the Russian transport sector. This Chapter 

includes also description of the economical development of the Russian Federation, as 

economy and transport are tightly connected to each other and provide the background 

for further development of each other. Additionally, information reference relating to the 

Russian entrance to the WTO is presented, as the organization plays significant role in 

development of international trade. This can again consequently support the development 

of transport sector.   

 

Following Chapter 4 is more concentrated on the railway sector with its thorough outline.  

Chapter 5 presents the empirical part of the study, which utilizes data collected through 

completed interviews. It is divided into several sub-chapters according to different issues 

on the current state of railway transport in Russia and attitude of private companies 

towards development of the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor, Russia. Discussion (Chapter 6) 

and Conclusions (Chapter 7) are presented afterwards. The results of the report are 

summarized and analyzed in these chapters. 
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2.  RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

In such complex research projects as Rail Baltica both quantitative and qualitative data 

are used for analyzing the research task from different point of views and making the 

decisions on its development. Quantitative data is a numerical data or another data, which 

can be quantified, i.e. simple counts or test scores. Using different techniques of 

analysing and interpreting of quantitative data, it is possible to establish relationships 

between numerous variables and to visualise them. Quantitative approach can be used for 

analyzing, for example, statistical background to help answer research questions more 

precisely. On the contrary, qualitative data is based on data, which cannot be quantified, 

and is mainly based on the meaning of words. (Saunders et al., 2009) In this particular 

study qualitative approach is considered as the primary source. 

 

Development of the RBGC Russia project is tightly connected with issues of profitability 

and technical aspects of the railway corridor, which can be established as the final result 

of the project. Previously qualitative research was not very often used for considering 

business projects, but combination of it with quantitative research can bring into the study 

better understanding of the performance of a business. Moreover, according to Hilmola et 

al. (2005), nowadays qualitative case study research is used more often in the field of 

logistics and makes up to 50 % of cases. Also, such types of projects, as RBGC Russia is, 

are more dealing with applied researches rather than with basic research, which provides 

more theoretical value. (Gummesson, 1991)  

 

2.1. Research approach 

RBGC Russia project started in January 2012. Whilst there is a number of different 

studies and data concerning the RBGC project available (i.e., Heiland et al., 2012; 

Sundberg et al., 2011; Hilmola, 2011a; AECOM, 2011 etc.), data for RBGC Russia 

project is in lack. Thus, current study presents the case, where there is no secondary data 

available, and data was collected from the ground up by utilizing the semi-structured 
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interviews. Semi-structured typology of interview allows skipping or, in opposite, 

deepening some questions, stipulated in the interview framework, to get more accurate 

data according to the specific organizational context. At the same time additional 

questions can be asked for exploring the research question depending on the situation. 

(Saunders et al., 2009) 

 

Based on Ghauri and Grønhaug (2010) as well as Yin (2011) other qualitative research 

interview types together with semi-structured are entirely structured and unstructured 

interview. These we neglected based on prior experience with numerous interviews 

completed in other projects and other Rail Baltica countries. Basically structured 

interview would have been inappropriate due to current conceptual nature of 

transportation corridor (it simply does not exist and investment has not been even started 

in large-scale). With similar justification unstructured interview would have been without 

purpose, since interviews would not necessarily taken into account all the different 

aspects of Rail Baltica corridor and economic development – some loose list of issues to 

be covered is needed. 

 

2.2. Gathering of empirical data 
 

Under the RBGC project standpoints of private and public stakeholders were collected in 

six European countries by conducting interviews. Data for RBGC Russia project was also 

gathered through interviews. The interview framework utilized previously in RBGC 

project was adapted and used. According to the local peculiarities the framework was 

amended and questions on entrance of the Russian Federation into the World Trade 

Organization and Eurasian Union were added. The interview consists of open-ended 

questions divided into several sections and sub-sections on operational and logistics 

processes of companies interviewed, as well on attitude to the RBGC Russia project. 

During the interviews the consequence of questions and emphasis on them were changed 

depending on the type of company (railway or road operator, customs or storage services 

provider, etc.). The list of companies to be interviewed was based both on the list of 
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companies used in previous research studies, conducted by the Kouvola Unit of 

Lappeenranta University of Technology, and on groups’ list of personal contacts in the 

field, which were working in the RBGC Russia project as well. 

 

Table 1. List of interviews with date taken and duration information. 
 
Date of interview Length of interview Field of operation Region 

30.03.2012 55 min Freight forwarder Saint-Petersburg 

10.04.2012 (part I) 55 min Railway operator Saint-Petersburg 

10.04.2012 1 h 20 min Customs broker Leningrad region 

12.04.2012 (part II) 1 h Railway operator Saint-Petersburg 

13.04.2012 1 h 20 min Road transportation Saint-Petersburg 

20.04.2012 1 h 10 min Freight forwarder Kotka (Finland) 

14.05.2012 1 h 45 min Terminal  Leningrad region 

15.05.2012 2 h Manufacturer Saint-Petersburg 

9.05.2012 50 min Freight carrier Helsinki 

22.11.2012 1h Freight forwarder Saint-Petersburg 

15.01.2013 1h 5 min Consultancy Saint-Petersburg 

 

Interview framework was provided to the respondents beforehand by e-mails together 

with cover letter (Appendix A), so respondents had enough time to get acquainted with 

the research topic. Letters and all documents attached were sent in Russian only. 

Companies represent transportation sector of Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad region, 

Russia. Main contact persons are on executive and operational manager positions of the 

companies, which have together reliable information about the research situation and 

enough working experience. After sending the e-mails to companies, repeating of the 

letters was needed as there were no answers obtained. In one and two weeks period two 

consequent kind reminders were sent to each company, and phone calls were made, after 

which several agreements to hold interviews were arranged. Several interviews were 

arranged after the summer holidays of 2012, and were conducted mostly during the 
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autumn-winter time. In the beginning of interview overall information on RBGC Russia 

project was shortly introduced to respondents; they also got the paper version of 

interview framework, which allowed them to be more concentrated during the interview. 

Interviews were fixed by both voice recorder and in written notes. After the interview, 

they were documented in written form and sent to the respondents for verifying. As 

interviews were recorded and can be repeated, their reliability can be affirmed. After 

confirmation of information recorded data was analyzed for further utilizing in empirical 

part of this research report. Information, gathered from interview, was analyzed and the 

conclusions were drawn.  

 

All in all, about 140 companies were called around, of which 130 companies received the 

letters beforehand. There were no e-mail addresses available for the rest ten companies. 

As it was mentioned before, total amount of companies, which were interviewed, is ten. 

Two interviews were done in English, three – in Finnish, and five – in Russian. Small 

amount of interviews obtained can be explained by the number of factors. Political 

tension between Russia and Baltic States, fear to disclose any information in terms of 

fierce competition and fact, that Russian companies are not used to work with non-

sectoral and, moreover, foreign universities in such type of projects, could be considered 

as the reasons of refusals to give interviews. However, this amount of interviews is 

enough to draw sound conclusions within the framework of case-study. Table 1 presents 

the list of the interviews conducted with indication of the field of operation of companies 

in the transportation chain. 
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3.  TRANSPORT SECTOR OF THE RUSSIAN FEDERATION 

 

3.1. Transport sector description 
 
History of Russian transportation sector has its own ups and downs. Figure 3, for 

example, presents sharp decline of cargo flows after 1990, taking into consideration that 

volumes of gas/oil pipelines are not included (basically Figures 3 to 6 illustrate merely 

domestic transports as maritime most often proceeds to foreign destination and is in 

Russian territory only for very short sea journey). This decline stemmed from reduction 

in inter-industry cargo transportation and increase in consumer market segment during 

the transition process for Russian economy from planned to market type in the middle of 

1990s (also smaller geographical territory as compared to Soviet times played its role on 

transport sector volume decline).  Slow growth at a rate of 2-3 % per year was observed 

from year 2000 to 2008, after which the global financial crisis caused another recession. 

(Nikolskaia, 2011) 
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Figure 3. Dynamics of freight transportation by all modes of transport in the Russian 
Federation in 1970-2011, million tons. Source: Rosstat, 2013a, Rosstat, 
2013b 

 
In 2008, freight transportation activity stopped, which was exacerbated in 2009 with a 

decline of 21 %. Recovery of transportation sector from the crisis of 90’s took almost 10 

years. After the fall of 90’s (freight volumes declined by 54 %), positive growth came 

only in after year 2000. Decline of industrial production in key cargo-generating sectors 

of economy in 2009 had a negative effect on the transport system of the Russian 

Federation. Volumes of commercial cargo transportation by all modes of transport 

(excluding pipelines) made 79 % in 2009 comparing to year 2008, while commercial 

freight turnover made 90 % correspondingly. The growth in commercial traffic was 

observed in marine transport only (+5.1 %) due to increased fleet tonnage of shipping 

lines on 1.9 million tones and increase of port’s capacity on 32 million tons. Meanwhile, 

the transport capacity of GDP fell by 5.6 %. (MED, 2012) Even if Russian economy is 

improving all the time and trade surplus is massive, Russia is repeating similar pattern 

with west that its transportation section (domestic) is not any longer growing, even if 
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GDP is strongly showing upwards movement. This does not mean that transportation 

sector would be less significant for economic development, but it just reveals that raw 

material price inflation together with service sector, domestic consumption through 

imported items, and banking sector are growing in importance. However, we would like 

to emphasize here that GDP growth is within its core totally dependent on export flows 

functioning, mostly through railways, pipelines and sea ports. 

 

In order to stabilize the situation in the transport sector a number of measures to support 

the sector were brought by the Government of the Russian Federation in 2009. In total 

95.4 billion rubles were invested, including in railway transport (53.2 billion rubles), in 

air (72 billion rubles), automotive (10 billion rubles), and highway transportation 

facilities (25 billion rubles). This has contributed to an emergence of positive traffic 

trends in the second half of 2009. (MED, 2012) After recession of 2009, the growth in 

2010 was positive, but at a small level of 2.4 % (Nikolskaia, 2011). 
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Figure 4. Cargo volumes transported by different modes of transport in 2008-2011, 
million tons. Source: Rosstat, 2013a; Rosstat, 2013c 

 
Results of the first half of 2010 demonstrated the restoration of transport activity 

indicators. While the volume of commercial cargo transportation was 98.3 % compared 

to the same period in 2009, commercial turnover made 12.8% more (MED, 2012). In 

terms of places of recovery in freight turnover at the end of year 2010, top position 

belonged to the aircraft industry, which transported 30.6 % more comparing to 2009. 

Increase of freight turnover for road transport was 9.6 %, marine transport – 2 % and 

railway transport – 7.8 %. (Nikolskaia, 2011; Rosstat, 2013d) The biggest share of freight 

transportation (million tons) in Russia in 2010 belonged to road transport – 67.5 % in 

2010. Share of railway transport was 16.9 %, and pipelines have a quite substantial 

position with almost 13 %. Air and marine transport had less than 1 % of the total volume 

of cargo transported for both of them. However, the cargo turnover (billion ton-km) of 

these modes of transport showed a different picture. In particular, the leading road 

transport in total freight turnover had only 4.2 %, while railways accounts for 42.3 %. 

The leader in turnover is pipeline transport – its share was almost half (50.7 %). 
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Figure 5. Cargo turnover in the Russian Federation in 2008-2011, billion t-km. 
Source: Rosstat, 2013c; Rosstat, 2013d 

 
The freight turnover of transport in 2011 amounted to 4915.4 billion ton-kilometers 

(103.4 % to the level of 2010), including railway - 2127.2 (105.8 %), motor transport - 

222.8 (111.8 %), maritime – 77.5 (77.2 %), inland water - 61.0 (113.0 %), air - 4.95 

(105.0 %), pipeline - 2421.9 billion ton-kilometers (101.7 %) (Rosstat, 2013c). There are 

positive trends in transport sector of the Russian Federation in the post-recession period. 

Only the sea transport showed decline, but the main reason for this is that data, provided 

by national statistical agencies does not include volumes transported by the vessels 

sailing under flags of other countries, even though they belong to Russian operators. 

(RBK Daily, 2012a) More clear information on state of marine transportation in the 

country can be obtained from the statistics on cargo handling by Russian ports. 

 

Year 2011 showed positive dynamics in cargo volumes handled by Russian ports for 

several types of cargo. Thus, transshipment of bulk cargo made 234.4 million tons (+10.8 

% to year 2010), transshipment of export cargo made 408.5 million tons (+1.1 %), 

transshipment of import goods made 44.6 million tons (+13.4 %), and transit - 49.4 
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million tonnes (+7.3 %). At the same time the decline was observed in transshipped 

volumes of ferrous metals, which decreased by 12.9 % to 24.4 million tons, mineral 

fertilizers - by 1.9 % to 12.5 million tons and timber - by 10.0 % to 6.0 million tons. 

Volumes of liquid bulk transshipped were also lower comparing to year 2010 and made 

301.0 million tons (-4.3 %), including crude oil - 193.4 million tons (-7.8 %), but oil 

products showed growth - 105.5 million tons (+ 2.5 %).  (ASMP, 2012) 

 

Trends of cargo transportation were also kept up in the beginning of year 2012. For the 

1st quarter of the year total freight transportation of all modes of transport was 1878 

million tons, of which commercial transportation made up 1012.8 million tons. Total 

freight turnover made 1257.7 billion ton-kms, of which commercial freight turnover 

worked out 1232.4 billion ton-kms. Pace of growth comparing I quarters of years 2011 

and 2012 is 3.47 %. (Rosstat, 2013e) Disaggregation on modes of transport is presented 

by Figure 6. 

 

Figure 6. Dissagregation of transportation of goods and freight turnover according to 
different modes of transport for I quarter, 2012. Source: Rosstat, 2013e 
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It is Ministry of Economic Development of the Russian Federation, that estimated in 

2013 the volume of commercial transportation by all modes of transport (excluding 

pipelines) will reach 3.8 billion tons (+8.5 % compared to 2009), the commercial 

turnover will make up 2.49 trillion t-km (+18.2 % compared to 2009), including public 

rail transport - 1.3 billion tons (+19.1 % compared to 2009) and 2.2 trillion t-km (+18.1 

% compared to 2009) respectively (MED, 2012). According to Fisenko (2011), total 

growth of Russian transportation market together with logistics services is expected from 

48.5 billion in 2011 up to 150 billion US dollars until year 2015. In addition, value of 

transportation market in Russia after financial crisis in 2009 dropped down to 36 billion 

of US Dollars (20.9 % comparing to previous years), and is now slowly increasing. 

(Fisenko, 2011) 

 

In spite of positive trends shown by statistics there are a lot of negative aspects in the 

Russian transportation sector development. Thus, various researchers (Fisenko, 2011; 

Nikolskaia, 2011; Varnavskyi, 2004) outline poor transport infrastructure, lack of 

carrying capacity of road and railway transport, outdated and rundown rolling stock, 

nontransparent tariff system, inefficient cooperation of modes of transport between each 

other and with other services, i.e., customs and so on creates difficulties for further 

development of the sector and do not meet up to date requirements of customers. 

 

One of the tools to measure the logistics friendliness of the transport sector in a country is 

Logistics Performance Index (LPI). LPI is based on worldwide survey of transport 

operators on their satisfaction with logistics performance in different countries within the 

segment of general cargo. This index assess transport sector from different positions, 

such as customs, infrastructure, quality of international shipments, logistics competence 

etc. In other words, it evaluates not only physical facilities available for freight 

transportation, but the overall well-functioning and competitiveness of supply chains 

within a country. LPI also helps to evaluate possible logistical barriers to international 

trade for a country and how effectively its main trade gateways are used. (The World 

Bank, 2012a) Research compiled by the World Bank on Logistics Performance Index 
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confirms above mentioned problems in Russian transport sector. In total rank Russia 

occupies position far away from the leaders on logistics performance – Germany, 

Singapore, and Sweden with average LPI 4.11, 4.09 and 4.08 respectively (year 2010 

evaluation; Arvis et al., 2010). According to general data from year 2012, the country 

holds 95th position close to such countries as Kuwait, Ecuador, Venezuela and Iran with 

70, 79, 111 and 112 positions correspondingly (Arvis et al., 2010). All these countries are 

OPEC (Organization of the Petroleum Exporting Countries) members, and their 

economies are based on and strongly dependant on oil export. Non-diversified character 

of export negatively influenced countries’ overall logistics performance. (The World 

Bank, 2012a) Comparing to year 2010, the country has lost one position, as it was earlier 

rated as 94th. However, from year 2007 Russian general cargo logistics performance has a 

bit improved (in 99th place). Detailed Russian LPI scores for years 2007, 2010 and 2012 

are presented in Table 2. Among sub-items, lowest performance without that much 

improvement is placed in Customs – it is quite alarming that even year 2012 rank is 138. 

 

Table 2. Logistics Performance Index of the Russian Federation during years 2007, 
2010 and 2012. 

 

Item Description
Year 2007 Year 2010 Year 2012 

Overall LPI 
score 2.37 2.61 2.58 

rank 99 94 95 

Customs 
score 1.94 2.15 2.04 

rank 136 115 138 

Infrastructure 
score 2.23 2.38 2.45 

rank 93 83 97 

International shipments
score 2.48 2.72 2.59 

rank 94 96 106 

Logistics competence 
score 2.46 2.51 2.65 

rank 83 88 92 

Tracking & tracing 
score 2.17 2.6 2.76 

rank 119 97 79 

Timeliness 
score 2.94 3.23 3.02 

rank 87 88 94 

 Source: adopted from the World Bank, 2012a, Arvis et al. (2010), and Arvis et al. (2007)  
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The Government of the Russian Federation is quite clearly aware of the fact that 

development of the transport sector requires careful attention. Number of measures was 

taken to improve the situation. One of them was the association of all modes of transport: 

sea and river, road, rail and air - in united Ministry of Transport in the middle of 2000s. 

This step provided opportunities for the harmonious development of the transport sector 

in whole instead of independent uncoordinated development of each narrow industry 

sector. (Levitin, 2010) In addition, set of dedicated programs on the whole transport 

system and individual modes of transport development was introduced: ”Modernization 

of Russian transport system (2002-2010)”, “Development of transport system of Russia 

(2010-2015)”, and “Strategy on development of railway transport in the Russian 

Federation till 2030” (FCP, 2012). 

 

As nowadays, Russia still uses transport heritage from the Soviet Union time. Main aims 

of the abovementioned programs are development of modern and effective transport 

infrastructure for goods movement, and reduction of transport costs in the economy; 

increasing the availability of transport services for population; improvement the 

competitiveness of Russian transport system and realization of transit potential of the 

country; increasing security and stability of transport system. (FCP, 2012; RussiaProfile, 

2012) As it could be observed from the main goals of the Programs, improving of 

infrastructure is one of the vital issues for transport sector, given that up-to-date transport 

hubs and corridors are one of the determining conditions of economic growth 

(Maksimov, 2009). Along with this, modernization of industrial infrastructure built 

during the Soviet era and implementation of large projects for the construction of roads 

and railways, ports and airports in Russia is possible only with the participation of 

national and international capital on the basis of Public-Private Partnership (PPP). 

 

This form of cooperation between a state and private business is an alternative option of 

privatization of state property of vital and strategic importance. (Varnavskyi, 2004) 

United States Department of Transportation (FHWA, 2012) defines the term of Public-

Private Partnership as a contractual agreement between the government and the private 
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enterprise, aimed at increasing private sector participation in transportation projects; 

while EBRD (EBRD, 2012) determines PPP as an attraction of private sources for the 

construction or reconstruction, exploitation and maintenance of subject of infrastructure, 

as well as for provision of services, which are historically within the competence of 

public sector. Thus, private sector can largely contribute to transport network 

development and maintenance, and this approach can be very suitable for developing the 

Russian economy. (Maksimov, 2009; The World Bank, 2004) According to the speech of 

the Ministry of Transport Mr. I. Levitin, PPP is planned to be used in such infrastructure 

projects as construction and development of highways in Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad 

region, Moscow and Moscow region, development of high-speed railway traffic, creation 

of air and maritime hubs in Saint-Petersburg and Yekaterinburg. (Levitin, 2005) 

 

3.1.1.  Air transport 

In air transport, main advantage is speed of cargo delivery: It is eight times faster than 

railways and 30 times faster than maritime transport (RAExpert, 2012). At the same time 

air transportation has one important restriction – the weight of cargo, which can be 

transported at once. That is why air carriage is usually utilized when high-value cargo has 

to be transported. (World Bank, 2011b) In Russia, air carriers are operating in a highly 

competitive environment with more than six large competitors and use actively 

modernized fleet, optimization of the route network with increasing of the tariff policy 

flexibility. The main risk for the sector is the rising cost of jet fuel. 

 

Air transport shows slow paced growth during last few years (with approx. 1 % per 

annum) (Rosstat, 2013c), but there is a number of obstacles for further development of air 

freight industry. These are mainly connected to slow customs procedures and lack of 

proper infrastructure (RBKTV, 2012). Nevertheless, air industry became the first one, 

which used PPP for development of huge infrastructural project. Government of Saint-

Petersburg together with the World Bank attracted more than 1.1 billion euro for Pulkovo 

airport reconstruction (The World Bank, 2012b). 
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3.1.2.  Pipeline transport 

Pipeline transport holds the 1st position from freight turnover point of view and 3rd from 

volumes transported. The most important goods transported are crude oil, natural and 

associated gases. Currently, transportation of oil products is not widely promoted, but it is 

expected, that share of these goods in total pipeline turnover will be increased in the 

future. As of 2008, the total length of long-distance pipelines made 63,000 km. Russian 

pipeline transport is largely export-oriented. The majority of Russian exports (78 %) are 

destined for European markets: Germany, Netherlands, and Poland, while around 16 % of 

Russian oil exports go to Asia and 6 % are exported to North and South America. (EIA, 

2012) Weak point of this mode of transport is its dependency on policy of transit 

countries in Eastern Europe in case of EU-oriented export. (Ivanov, 2011) 

 

Although, in European soil Russian-German gas pipeline project of Nord Stream has 

gained a lot of attention (placed on the bottom of the Baltic Sea, and having length of 

1200 km – already operational), Russia has been active also in Asian side. Direct oil 

pipeline from Eastern Siberia to Northern China was opened in January of 2011, and 

export capacity of this connection is 15 million tons of oil p.a. (this was also realized in 

practice; Yingchun & Xing, 2012). Also oil pipelines to Asian sea terminal of Kozmino 

have been under construction (ESPO-1 and ESPO-2; Transneft, 2013a & 2013b), and 

their supply capacity is going to reach 30-50 million tons of oil p.a. Customers are 

expected to be China, Japan and South Korea. Although, these projects could indicate 

that Russian oil export is diversifying, but Chinese imports from Russia remain rather 

conservative. In year 2006 (Terk et al., 2007) China imported 16 mill. tons of oil, and as 

United Nations (2013) shows this has increased near of 20 mill. tons in year 2011. In 

comparison Chinese import during year 2011 was double to that of Finland from Russia, 

however, Germany imported nearly 1.8 times more oil as compared to China. During 

year 2011 Poland imported roughly the same amount of oil from Russia as what China 

did. However, it should be noted that Russia has considerably dropped its supply of oil 

through oil pipelines to European countries and in turn relies mostly on short sea shipping 

e.g. through sea port of Primorsk (northern side of Gulf of Finland). This has not had any 
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change in the pipeline transports within Russia, but in its neighbourhood countries it has 

been experienced as volume decline (like Latvia and Lithuania). 

 

3.1.3.  Marine transport 

There is also negative influence of export of raw materials on development of ports and 

marine fleet in Russia. Thus, existing ports’ facilities are mainly oriented on bulk and raw 

cargo, when there is lack of both port infrastructure and fleet for general cargo 

transportation. After collapse of the USSR Russia lost its numerous Western ports 

(mainly located in the Baltic States), and now great efforts are applied to develop ports in 

the North-West Russia. Among them are ports of Ust-Luga, St. Petersburg and Primorsk. 

(Ivanov, 2011) 

 

Nowadays, marine transport makes in average 0.5 % of total freight transportation and 

2.1 % of commercial turnover only. (Rosstat, 2013c) Ports located in the Northwestern 

region of Russia (the Baltic Sea, Barents Sea and White Sea) are responsible for handling 

almost half (45-47  %) of total cargo volume (Kämärä, 2010). In medium term, growth of 

marine transport carrying capacity is expected due to increase in tonnage of the marine 

fleet sailing under the flag of the Russian Federation and rise in ports’ production 

capacity (i.e., development of number of specialized terminals). Support for domestic 

shipbuilding enterprises and development of leasing services in this sector will enhance 

fleet renewal and increase of its tonnage. (Rosmorport, 2012) 

 

3.1.4.  Road transport 

Trucking takes the largest share of the total volume of commercial freight traffic - 

approximately, 67 %, but makes up only 4 % of the total commercial freight turnover 

(Rosstat, 2013c). Main advantages of the road transport are its flexibility, possibility to 

provide door-to-door delivery services and relatively low prices for this type of 

transportation (Ernst & Young, 2012b). Road transport shows continued growth since 

2009. This trend is also confirmed by the figures from the first half of 2012, when 530.5 
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million tons of cargo was transported by road, which is 2.5 % more comparing to the 

same period of time in previous year. (Rosstat, 2013e) 

 

Main disadvantages of road transport in Russia are worn out fleet and highways’ 

infrastructure. Nowadays, there are 500 thousand operating subjects, which possess 5.4 

million of freight carrier vehicles. (Rosstat, 2013c) This fleet is mostly exhausted and 

needs to be renovated. About 80 % of trucks have useful life (age) more than 10 years, 

when in Europe average lifetime is 6-7 years. Only 29 % of all trucks are equipped with 

E-3 and higher standard engines. (Ivanov, 2011) Significant share of motor fleet belongs 

to individuals (44 %), the same amount accounts for non-core branch of economy and 

only 12 % of trucks belong to sectorial motor transport enterprises. (Kommersant 

Leasing, 2012) 

 

Existing road network was constructed and planned during the Soviet Era according to 

construction norms and rules for weight and length of vehicles, which were much lower 

than are now required. With increase of the fleet at level of 10-12 % per annum, there is 

only 1 % growth of roads’ carrying capacity for the same period of time. Significant part 

of the federal motorways crosses big and medium cities, where road facilities cannot 

handle intensive freight traffic; 56.5 % of federal motor ways does not correspond to 

standards in terms of transport operating conditions. (Sherbanin, 2012) 

 

During the last two decades only 80 thousand km of roads were constructed (increase 

from 940 in 1995 to 963 in 2008 thousand km) (Rosstat, 2013f). The Government of the 

Russian Federation takes steps towards overall improvement of motor industry. New state 

company “Russian highways” was established in 2009 with aim to develop highway 

network by attraction of the private investments in addition to budgetary funding, which 

will ensure the establishment in the country a network of high quality toll roads. (MED, 

2012b) Investments in construction and renovation of motorways in 2011 made 142.773 

billion rubles, but nowadays still much more is required (Mintrans, 2011). In addition to 

the fleet and infrastructural problems, low efficiency of organization of information and 
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logistics chains, freight distribution, load of transport vehicles and big share of shadow 

carriers on the market create conditions when motor transport fails to provide customers 

with services with quality level they are expecting. There simply is no guarantee for the 

fastest and safe delivery of goods, especially for long distances and during the winter 

time. (Kommersant leasing, 2012) 

 

3.1.5.  Railway transport 

Share of the railway transport makes approximately 30-35 % in total volumes of 

commercial freight transportation, and 40-45 % in total commercial turnover. Due to 

development of other modes of transport, competition for basic goods, such as oil and oil 

products, mining production and construction materials will increase in the medium term 

between railway, motor and pipeline transport. Competition of the railway transport 

depends on its carrying capacity and its correspondence to needs of consignors. 

Increasing of wagons’ capacity, sufficient carrying capacity of infrastructure and 

effectiveness of transportation process altogether are needed for railways to meet 

market’s requirements. Beneficial effect on railway market were supposed to have 

deregulation of the industry and further de-corporation of carrying activities from JSC 

RZD, while sale of shares of subsidies and daughter companies was supposed to create 

competitive environment on the market. (MED, 2012a; RBK, 2009; RZD-Partner, 2010) 
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Figure 7. Shipment of railway transport by type of cargo, million tons. Source: 
adapted from NP SOZhT (2012a) 

 

Main cargo groups transported by railways are coal, oil and oil products, metal ore, 

metallurgy products, wood, fertilizers and grain (see Figure 7). (RZD, 2012b) Even if 

railways have numerous customers and products groups to take care of, only handful 

(three to four) of product groups and customers (approx. 10) account 70-80 % of the 

volume. 

 

3.2.  Economic development of the Russian Federation 

 

3.2.1.  Current state 

Transport is a significant player in a country’s economical and social life. Transport 

industry has fundamental role in each modern economy based on effective movement of 

cargo and passengers serving virtually all sectors of the economy and population. 

(Parshina, 2008) It is also a key link in the chain of world economic relations. Rapid 
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development and efficient operation of transport is the necessary condition to achieve 

high and sustainable rates of economic growth and integrity. Though, there is no unified 

opinion on interrelation and interaction between economy development and transport, and 

some researchers outline several approaches to the issue on what is primary: economy 

influencing transport industry or transport industry stimulating economic growth. 

Nevertheless, in different studies on the role of transport in economy of a country three 

aspects are always considered (Banister & Berechman, 2000; Sherbanin, 2011; 

Shrivastava, 2005): 

- Development of transport system reflects the availability of country’s regions, 

resources, production capacities, which helps to plan further economical activities; 

- Location of transport network shows the spatial development of the country: places 

of residence of population, location of working places, shops, tourists spots; 

- State can influence development of transport sector through investments in transport 

infrastructure, development of public transportation and managing traffic flows.   

 

It can be concluded, that regardless of what comes first and what depends on what, 

transport and economic growth are closely related and cannot exist without each other. 

Figure 8 in below presents interconnection and influence of investments into transport 

infrastructure on economical growth of a country. 
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Figure 8. Improving of transport provision and economic growth. Source: Sherbanin 
(2011) 

 
The Russian economy has been subjected to severe structural changes in Post-Soviet 

time, when it was transformed from planned to market-oriented. During that recession it 

reached the lowest point in 1998, when the state defaulted on debt and had to devalue its 

currency (nearly 80% was lost against USD in two years from Jan.1998 to Jan.2000). The 

Gross Domestic Product (GDP) represents the value of all finished goods and services 

produced during the specific period of time by all economic residents within one country 

borders. The growth rate of GDP reflects total changes in value of the goods and services 

produced by economy. Increase in investments done into production and excess of them 
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over the capital used for production also support the growth of GDP. The main driver for 

GDP growth is use of additional resources, such as additional physical capital and labour. 

(Bulanov, 2002) According to rough estimations, in 1998 the Russian GDP declined to 

150 billion USD, while the external debt of the country was at a level of 147 % from 

GDP. (RiaNovosti, 2010) 
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Figure 9. Nominal Russian GDP in 1995-2012 (left y-axis in percents and right y-axis 
in billion RUB, for years 1995-1997 currency converted for new RUB). 
Source: Rosstat (2013g), Bank of Russia (2013) 

 

After decline in 1998, Russian economy had growth with average annual rate of 7.0 % 

(Hanson, 2008) as nominal rate during period of 1999 to 2008 was 32.8 % in RUB series, 

while in USD this was 21.7 % (both for nominal rate growth, see Figure 9). Difference 

between real GDP growth and nominal illustrates Russian business environment well: 

High inflation has been around for years and RUB devaluation against major currencies 
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has slightly continued during the years (after the significant slump of late 90’s). However, 

it should be noted that due to high GDP growth track being taken before global crisis of 

2008-2009 has helped it to recover strongly – country has based its economy on strong 

activity of exports, not on domestically vibrant consumer markets. 

 

Nevertheless, decline in GDP made 7.8 % in year 2009 (nominal terms in USD decline 

was 26.4 %, see Figure 9), but later on economy of the country started to recover albeit at 

a slow paces. The Russian economy is resource-dependent and commodity-driven. 

According to the World Bank data, the share of oil and gas in total Russian export 

increased from about 50 % in 2000 up to 67 % in 2010 (The World Bank, 2012b). Data 

obtained from the Federal Customs Service databank (FCS, 2012) shows that total export 

of the Russian Federation in 2011 made 516 billion USD, where share of fuel and energy 

commodities was 72.6 %. 

 

Table 3. Foreign Trade of the Russian Federation on the basic countries and groups 
of countries, million USD. 

  

Jan - Jul, 2012 Share of 
turnover, 

% 

Growth, % 

Turnover Export Import Turnover Export Import 
Whole world 475464,2 302132,6 173331,6 100,0 105,0 105,6 104,1 

EU 232951,2 160076,8 72874,4 49,0 106,0 106,1 105,8 

APEC countries 114174,8 53529,2 60645,6 24,0 108,6 105,8 111,2 
CIS countries 66799,1 43812,4 22986,6 14,0 95,1 98,1 89,9 

EEC contries 34502,6 23640,5 10862,1 7,3 96,5 103,1 84,7 

CU countries 33165,7 22459,8 10705,9 7,0 95,9 102,1 85,0 

… … … … … … … … 

Source: FCS, 2012 
 

FCS data shows that main trade partners of the Russian Federation are countries 

belonging to the EU, countries – members of the Asian-Pacific Economic Cooperation 

forum (APEC), the Commonwealth of Independent States (CIS) and the European 

Economic Community (EEC). Their total share in Russian external trade is 

approximately 95 % (see Table 3). Approximately half of the country’s budget is 

originated in form of taxes and fees received from fuel and energy sector. (Hanson, 2008) 

This also includes customs duties on fuel and energy commodities. In total, every year 
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about 40 % of budget income in Russia is based on import and export customs duties, 

where the share of import duties makes 23 %, and share of export ones 77 %. Significant 

part of these duties is referred to oil & gas industry as main exporting industry in the 

country. (Budgetrf, 2009) 

 

Dependency of Russian economy on oil is also confirmed by the fact, that different 

scenario options for economy development made by the Ministry of Economic 

Development of the Russian Federation are based on forecasted oil prices. According to 

the Ministry, the most possible scenario for years 2012 - 2014 is scenario 2b (see Table 

4). (MED, 2013) 

 

 

Table 4. Possible scenarios for oil price used by the Ministry of Economic 
Development of the Russian Federation. 

World prices on 
oil, USD per 

barrel 2011 2012 2013 2014 
Scenario 2c 110.5 106 111 117 
Scenario 2b 105 93 95 97 
Scenario 1a 125 75 70 72 

Source: MED, 2013 

 

Possible slowdown in the economies of the countries - importers of oil, acceleration of 

cycle of increasing the base rates by central banks in developed countries together with 

the stabilization of supply were the reasons for projected decrease in prices for year 2012 

till 93 dollars per barrel. In the base scenario it is forecasted for years 2013 and 2014 that 

following increase in oil consumption and the trend of moderate growth in prices up to 95 

and 97 US dollars per barrel, respectively, will resume. Scenario 2b reflects economic 

development in consequence of implementation of active government policies, aimed to 

(i) improve the investment climate, competitiveness and business efficiency, (ii) to 

stimulate economic growth and modernization, and (iii) to increase the efficiency of 

budget expenditures. In the scenario the increase in bank lending and maintaining of low-
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key policy rate regulation are expected. Russia has a favorable short-term fiscal outlook 

due to a sizable budget surplus; GDP growth in the Russian Federation in 2012-2014 is 

projected at a level of 3.5-4.6 %. However, Russia still faces some short-term challenges. 

It remains vulnerable to a prolonged recession in Europe that could trigger a global 

slowdown. In case of deterioration of the world economics growth, there is possibility 

that Russian economy may develop according to scenario 1a rather than to scenario 2b. 

(MED, 2013) 

3.2.2.  Russia and the WTO 

Entrance of the Russian Federation into the WTO may support economical development 

of the country through the liberalization of international trade and regulation of trade and 

political relationships between states, which are the main activities of the organization 

(WTO, 2012). History of the Russian accession into the WTO started in 1986, when 

USSR applied to the GATT with a request for getting an observer place with provision 

for joining the organization later. According to the rules of the GATT, such applications 

should be agreed by all the countries/members through bilateral negotiations and 

consultations for establishing conditions of entrance of a new country into the 

organization. The Russian Federation applied for a membership in the GATT in 1993, 

and in year 1995 negotiations for a Russian accession into the WTO started. (Tyapuhin, 

2012) 

 

All in all it took more than 10 years to settle all disputes with other countries on issues of 

financial markets, supplies of agricultural products to Russia and defense of intellectual 

property rights. Until the year 2002, little progress was made in process of Russia’s 

entering the WTO. It was accelerated after EU and USA admitted the Russian economy 

as a market one. Russia’s accession to the WTO was finally formalized by signing the 

Protocol of Accession to Marrakesh Accord on establishing of the WTO (MED, 2011). 

On 10th July 2012, it was announced that the Duma (Lower House of Parliament of the 

Russian Federation) had approved a protocol on Russia’s accession to the World Trade 

Organization as well. (Russia & WTO, 2012) 
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After getting the membership of the World Trade Organization, Russia has to meet the 

organization’s requirements making changes in policies at a few stages. Main 

requirements for the country are reduction of bound tariff to 7.8 % for import goods,    

7.3 % for industrial commodities, 10.8 % for agricultural products and so forth, and to 

follow commitments, made for 11 service sectors. (MED, 2012) Existing empirical 

studies on the economic impact of Russian WTO membership emphasize the benefits to 

be increased investment and technology transfer (Pomfret, 2004). According to 

Babetskaia-Kukharchuk & Maurel (2004), after accession to the WTO Russian trade with 

EU countries will increase by three times in eight years period. 

 

According to the experience of another countries entered the WTO in the last 20 years, it 

could be said that possible influence of the Organization on the countries’ economic 

development could be clearly observed after approximately 10 years of membership. 

(Sherbanin, 2012; Vasilyev, 2006) For example, China, one of the biggest economies in 

the world and neighbor country to the Russian Federation, has become member of the 

WTO in late year 2001. Period of Chinese membership in the WTO was congruent with 

strong economic and trade growth in the country. During the period of time from 2001 till 

2010 Chinese export has grown up to 6 times, import – up to 5 times and GDP has grown 

up to 4 times (China became in year 2012 largest trading nation in the world as it 

surpassed USA; Hirschberg, 2013). Opening of markets supported this increase certainly, 

but it is hard to estimate the clear input of the WTO in it. Nevertheless, reforms 

undertaken by the Chinese Government to meet requirements of the Organization 

increased economic efficiency, which consequently led to the abovementioned growth. 

Additionally to this, WTO’s membership of China acknowledged foreign investors that 

country’s economy and legislation are in agreement with international standards. Thus, 

flow of foreign direct investments to the country has been increasing year by year: 90 

billion USD in 2009, 106 billion USD in 2010 and 116 billion USD in 2011. (Ernst & 

Young, 2012a) 
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There are different expectations on the Russian accession to the WTO. Optimistic 

forecasts outlines several benefits the country can get of being a member of the 

organization. Among them are emphasized such positive consequences as (Korolev, 

2005; The World Bank, 2012a): 

- Membership in the WTO is one of good options to integrate into the world 

economy. This step is required for further successfully develop domestic economy, 

and the WTO can facilitate Russia to implement this integration. 

- Russia will get access to different WTO’s mechanisms on dispute regulation and 

will be able to protect its trade interests more effectively. 

- Entrance to the organization will increase competition in internal markets, which 

will give an impetus for further economic development. 

 

These benefits will positively influence development of the economy in general. For 

example, research conducted by the Ernst & Young (2012a) with use of the model 

suggested by Tarr and Rutherford showed the following outcomes: As a result of the 

tariff reform and easier access of Russian exporters to international markets, changes in 

volumes of population consumption and increase of wages are expected. Industrial output 

growth in nonferrous metals industry, black-metal industry, chemical and oil production 

are forecasted. Reducing the barriers for external markets will also help these industries 

to improve their positions abroad (Ernst & Young, 2012a). Output growth of 

abovementioned industries will also influence Russian transport sector. Changes expected 

are represented by Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Estimeted changes in volumes of production by different modes of transport 
after Russian accession to the WTO. Source: Ernst & Young, 2012a 

 

WTO’s legal platform for regulation of service trade is presented by General Agreement 

on Trade in Services extended by individual specifications with commitments concerning 

access to national markets concluded between member countries. These specifications are 

integral parts of the GATS, and are approved in respect of services provided on 

commercial basis. They determine level of access of international services’ suppliers to 

internal market of a country and terms of their activity within markets. (WTO, 2012) 

 

Russian commitments made in transport sector do not include any fundamental changes 

and are in the framework of existing legislation. In some sub-sectors of transport industry 

commitments are approved for auxiliary transport services only. For example, in respect 

of railway transport commitments were made in part of repairs and maintenance 

operations; in respect of inner water transport commitments were made in part of 

additional services, such as cleaning, disinfection, and disinfestations. (Mintrans, 2012a; 

MED, 2011) 
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In such a way Russian accession to the WTO in itself will not influence the transport 

sector directly. At another point full participation of the Russian Federation in multisided 

trade and transparency of legislation and trade operations guaranteed by the WTO will 

increase possibilities to implement transit potential of the country to the full extent. 

Additionally, possible growth of export/import cargo flows will increase load on 

transport infrastructure. (Gudok, 2012; Vasilyev, 2006) 

 

 3.2.3 The WTO and railway sector in Russia 

Regarding the railway transport, Russian membership in the WTO may influence its 

operation in both external and internal transportation; changes in tariffs made due to 

requirements of the organization may also be reflected on the overall performance of 

railway sector.  

 

Due to reducing of tax barriers and weak competitiveness of Russian native 

manufactures, significant increase of import cargo flows is expected. Substitution of 

domestic manufacturing by import can lead to increasing of container transportation 

usage. Nowadays level of containerization on Russian railways is quite a low and makes 

about 2 %, thus there is a risk, that containers will be transported by road transport 

mostly. (Parshina, 2008) The competitiveness with strong foreign trucking companies 

will become sharper for Russian railways. Additionally, due to reduction of domestic 

manufacturing volumes of internal transportation could also hurt railway sector. JSC 

RZD is responsible for significant part of internal transportation within the country, and 

has a risk of losing profit in this connection. (Velichkov, 2007) Export volumes 

transported by railways should remain the same after accession to the WTO, as two thirds 

of them are made by energy sources. It is expected by the Ministry of Economic 

Development of the Russian Federation, that this type of freight flows will not fall under 

the influence of the WTO (MED, 2011). 
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Changes in internal manufacturing will cause changes in demand on coal, oil and oil 

products, metals, chemical fertilizers, ore and grain. For example, reduction in black 

metal manufacturing is forecasted by the MED in both optimist and pessimistic (1a and 

2b) scenarios for economy development. Possible increase of prices on gas can cause 

shift of energy industry towards coal and fuel oil. All these changes will affect volumes 

of railway transportation. Cargo base and transportation directions for both external and 

internal cases can also be changed due to changes in tariffs on infrastructure by railways. 

However, these changes are expected in case of deregulation of railway tariff activities 

afterwards. (Belozerov, 2009; MED, 2012) 

 

In the field of transit transportation by the railways, there is possibility that small private 

companies operating the rolling stock will face severe competition from foreign 

companies, or will have to merge with them. The western companies have modern and 

effective technologies in logistics and operational business as well as sufficient funds for 

purchasing actual rolling stock or even acquisition of small Russian companies. To a 

greater extent presence of foreign companies on the market can influence high-

technology goods transportation. Foreign trucking companies can offer better services in 

regard of this kind of transportation, so there is a high risk in shift of these cargo flows to 

roads. Thus, presence of foreign companies can cause redistribution of market shares. 

(Gudok, 2012; Velichkov, 2007) 

 

Entering the WTO Russia undertook obligation on unification of railway tariffs for 

transportation towards ports and land border-crossings. Previously tariffs on carriage of 

goods towards ports were lower comparing to other directions in order to attract 

additional volumes to ports’ services. Starting from the first of January, 2013, tariffs 

should be unified. This also will play role in changing of transportation directions and 

switching of cargo to other modes of transport. (Gorbunkova, 2009) Therefore, Russian 

membership in the WTO will have a significant impact on railway transport afterwards. 

Main challenges for the railway transport could be expected from changes in structure 

and directions of cargo flows, and from increasing competition with road transport, 
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especially with foreign companies. On the other hand, increasing competition can 

strengthen private companies. Opening of foreign markets and attraction of foreign 

investments will facilitate development of international projects of JSC RZD as main 

railway carrier. (Gudok, 2012) 
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4.  RUSSIAN RAILWAY TRANSPORT 

 

4.1.  Railway transport state description 
 

Russia is the biggest country in the world in terms of geographical size, with total of 

17.1 million square km, and the ninth ranked country according to population (Rosstat, 

2012). According to the IMF, the country in 2011 holds the 6th position in the world rank 

for GDP adjusted with PPP1 (IMF, 2012). One of the most important structural parts of 

economy for such a huge country is transport, which made 9.6 % of the country’s GDP in 

2010 and 8.9 % in 2011. Historically and due to geographical reasons, the railway 

transport is the backbone of the Russian economy. (Velichkov, 2007) 

 

The history of railway transport in Russia starts with 1830s, when the order on 

construction of railway line from Saint-Petersburg to Tsarskoye Selo was signed by 

Nicolay I. The railway was introduced to operations in 1837. After that the active 

extension of the railway network in the Russian Empire took place in the 2nd half of the 

19th century due to both economical and military needs of the state. At the beginning of 

the 20th century the most ambitious railway line – Trans-Siberian - was built, connecting 

the European part of the country and the Urals to the Far East. At that moment of time 

there were railways owned as by the State, as by private persons. (RZD, 2012a) After the 

October Revolution, all private railways were nationalized. Management of the railway 

network was assigned to the People's Commissariat of Railways, later on converted to the 

Ministry of Communication Lines of the USSR. After the USSR collapsed, the Ministry 

of Communication Lines of the Russian Federation got the control over the railway 

network, located on the territory of Russia. (Aksenenko et al., 2001) 

 

Dynamics of changes in rail freight transport reflects the general economic situation in 

the country and is correlated with the dynamics of GDP; respectively, operation of 

                                                 
1 In this case PPP means Purchasing Power Parity 
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Russian railway transport sector was subject to recession in volumes transported in 

1990s. The lowest indications were fixed in the year 1998 – 39 % compared to volumes 

transported in 1990 with freight turnover at a level of 40.4 %. Dynamics of transportation 

performance in railway sector during years 1990-2000 is presented in Figure 11. 

 

 

Figure 11. Work performance of railway transport in the Russian Federation, 1990-
2000. Source: Husainov, 2011 

 
Along with decline in freight-turnover, Russian railways also showed low indicators in 

technical performance comparing to foreign railways (Strategy, 2010). For example, 

having worse operating standards, customer-oriented US railways were far ahead of 

Russian railways in terms of speed of cargo delivery, time of delivery, safety etc. During 

USSR era share of dispatches delayed for US railways was 1-2 %, while for Soviet 

railways – from 12 to 35 %. For modern Russian railways those figures were 11.2 % in 

2007, 14.1 % in 2008 and 11.5 % in 2009. Backlog was compounded by overall technical 

depreciation of the industry: Modern American locomotive came to a depot for inspection 
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three times in a year, when Russian locomotives require inspection every 72 hours; 

runlife of wagon makes also sizable difference. (Husainov, 2011) Simplified comparison 

of technical indicators with foreign railways performance is presented by Figure 12 in 

below. 

  

Figure 12. Comparison of Russian and foreign railways technical performance in year 
2010. Source: RZD, 2012b 

 
According to Guriev (2008), inner drivers for increasing efficiency of sector’s 

performance, and creation of products and services of higher quality were missing in the 

economic relationships of the railway industry. Even though, the railway transport 

showed high figures in quality of operational work, satisfaction of customers with 

services provided was very low. All this has caused the urgent need to reform the 

industry.  To improve the situation in the railway market and increase its competitiveness, 
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decision on deregulation of the industry was made by the Government of the Russian 

Federation in the beginning of 2000s. (Guriev, 2008) 

 

4.2.  JSC RZD 
 

RZD was actually established by the order of the Government of Russian Federation № 

585 on 18th September 2003, as the result of the Railway Structural Reform Program’s 

first phase. This reform is aimed to deregulate the railway market in Russia and provided 

company with new drivers for renovation and further development in accordance to the 

market requirements (Belova, 2002; Husainov, 2011). Mission of the newly established 

open joint-stock company RZD (ОАО «Российские Железные Дороги») holding was 

formulated with the following objectives: (i) effective development of transport business, 

(ii) competitive both on Russian and international markets and (iii) realization of 

responsibilities of national carrier and owner of railway infrastructure (Strategy, 2010). 

To support development of the company, attraction of private investments is carried out 

through the participation of private entities in charter capitals of subsidiaries and daughter 

companies of the JSC RZD, as well as listing of their shares on stock markets (RBK, 

2005). 

 

JSC RZD is a parent company in the RZD holding, which provides different services to 

satisfy the market demand on railway transportation services from both business and 

public sides. The holding also renders a wide range of activities across the value creation 

chain in transportation of goods and passengers by the railway transport, as well as in 

related and allied transportation sectors. Holding includes JSC RZD, which is a parent 

company with 100 % of shares held by the State, its branches (63 units), and subsidiaries 

and affiliated companies of the JSC RZD (158 units). (RZD, 2012b) JSC RZD is also 

actively involved in international cooperation. In addition to number of joint ventures 

with foreign railway companies, it has also foreign representative offices operating in 

such countries as: the North Korea, China, Poland, Czech Republic, Finland, Germany, 

Hungary, Estonia, Ukraine and Iran. (RZD, 2012c) 
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The Company operates one of the largest and intensive rail systems in the world. 

According to the World Bank data, as of year 2004, it yielded the position in network size 

and volumes transported (ton-km) to the railway system of the USA, is fourth in 

passenger-km (after China, India, and Japan), and second highest in traffic density (after 

China) (The World Bank, 2004). As of year 2004, the Russian railway network held the 

first position in the world by the length of electrified lines, has shifted to the third (after 

the USA and China) position by cargo turn-over and volumes of freight traffic, and saved 

the fourth place by passenger kms. Nowadays the Company has the third position among 

the world’s railway enterprises. In figures, the total length of the tracks makes 85,200 km, 

of which 43,100 km are electrified. The Company is responsible for 40-45 % of Russia’s 

total freight traffic (including pipelines) and more than 30 % of passenger traffic - it 

carries over 0.95 billion passengers and 1.2 billion tons of freight annually across 9 time 

zones (RZD, 2012b). 

 

The main basis of active portfolio of the Company is freight transportation and 

infrastructure services, which are still subject to state tariff regulation and generating the 

main part of revenue and profit. In terms of steadily growing economy, the cash flows 

formed by those types of business, allowed the Holding to finance the development of 

infrastructure and cover the losses of passenger transportation. Subsidiary and affiliated 

companies of RZD are forming on the order of 25 % of the revenue of the Holding. 

(Strategy, 2010) Major cargo groups transported by the JSC RZD are presented by Figure 

13 below. 
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Figure 13. Structure of shipment of JSC RZD, %. Source: RZD, 2012b 
 
As of today, JSC RZD is a major contributor to the fast-growing Russian economy with 

total assets cost over 3189.9 billion rubles. The Holding is the fourth-largest enterprise by 

revenue – over 1195.1 billion rubles during year 2010 in Russian economy. Under its 

operation there is 19,700 units of locomotives (instead of private ones), and 518.700 of 

freight wagons. (RZD, 2013; Strategy, 2010) Geographically, Russian railways are an 

integral part of the Eurasian railway network and are directly related to the railway 

networks of Europe and East Asia. In addition, they could be integrated into the global 

transportation network through the ports of the Russian Federation. 

 

4.3.  Industry reform 
 

In relation to the railway market, term deregulation means its opening for competition 

and reduction of the role of the Government in the industry, providing it with freedom in 

operations (Laisi, 2010). Deregulation of the railway sector became a basis for shifting 

from operating as a mono-company performing 10 types of activity to holding, which 

should develop portfolio of business activities and provide services corresponding to the 

present market requirements. In order to manage this portfolio effectively, all activities 

are divided into three groups: core, strategic and profitable.  
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 Core activities ensure the realization of the main Mission of the Holding, to 

which special state’s requirements in the field of railway transport are applied. All 

the businesses of the core group consolidate main specialization of the Holding – 

provide services on infrastructure and railway transportation.  

 Activities serving operation of the core block in a part of products/services 

supplies, for which there is still a lack of suitable and economical alternative 

suppliers, are referred to as strategic suppliers group.   

 Profitable activities are those, which have a synergetic link with the core (use 

active assets and opportunities of the core), and aim to maximize the business 

worth. Profitable activities should satisfy primary the financial requirements. 

(Strategy, 2010) 

Basic directions for reforming of the Holding were established by the Government of the 

Russian Federation up to year 2015. Regarding the freight segment of operations they 

were:  

(1) Complete divestment of the activities on operating of freight rolling stock from J SC 

RZD into daughter companies; 

(2) Sale of controlling stake of shares of First Freight Company in 2011 in order to 

discount the Holding’s share in the sector of the rolling stock owners to 30 %; 

(3) Creation of institution of local carriers with own locomotives and exploitation by 

them up to 10 % of total cargo turnover of public railway transport (under experimental 

conditions). (Strategy, 2010) 

 

In total, the Reforming Program for JSC RZD is accounted until 2030 and includes the 

update of production and technical facilities, renewal of track and rolling stock, greater 

efficiency and increased revenues, along with higher competitiveness and motivation of 

railway personnel. Planned total investment in developing of Russian railway transport 

up to 2030 is USD 450 billion. These investments should also be directed to the 

development of new lines, which are to ensure transportation to and from industrial areas 

and newly-developed mineral deposits. Important aims include the elimination of cross-
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subsidies of the industry, and in the longer-term partial privatization of them. (Strategy, 

2010) Attraction of private investments is carried out through the participation of private 

entities in charter capitals of subsidiaries and daughter companies of the JSC RZD as well 

as listing of their shares on stock markets. (RBK, 2005) 

 

As of year 2010, infrastructure of the JSC RZD was characterized by low density within 

the territory of the Russian Federation with presence of low-intensity legs; considerable 

length of "bottlenecks", most of which are located on the main rail corridors in Russia; 

significant level of wear and tear of assets with technological gap between the leading 

world analogues; lack of infrastructure to carry trains of weight more than 10,000 tones. 

According to the company’s accounts for the 1st half of 2012, there is still 5,462 km of 

“capacity bottlenecks” (6.41 %), 20,967 km of worn out tracks (16.9 %); as well as 

around 50 % of catenary, rectifier substations and legs with autoblocking equipment to be 

renovated. (RZD, 2012b) 

 

Even though it is planned to channel rubles 56.9 billion on renovation of locomotive fleet 

in 2012, the company reports about lack of funding to implement large-scale projects on 

development and extension of the infrastructure. This trend was prolonged from the year 

2011, when the company invested rubles 395.4 billion in its development instead of 

rubles 396.3 billion planned. In year 2010 investment situation was opposite – the 

company invested in the infrastructure development more than planned (Figure 14). 

(RZD, 2012b) 
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Figure 14. Performance parameters of investment budget, billion rubles in 2010-2011. 
Source: RZD, 2012d 

 
As it was mentioned before, deregulation of the industry means reducing of the State or 

State owned entity influence on it. In the case of Russian Railways, the European model 

was used for opening the railway market. This model implicates that infrastructure is 

owned by a single entity (JSC RZD) and is still regulated, but traffic with use of this 

infrastructure is carried out by number of companies – operators and owners of rolling 

stock and locomotives. (The World Bank, 2004)  Thus, another important goal of the 

Holding’s Reforming program was to divest the activity on operating of freight rolling 

stock from the JSC RZD. In other words, all freight wagons should have been owned by 

private companies (operators of rolling stock) or subsidiaries/daughter companies of 

Russian Railways. 

 

Thereat, JSC RZD provides companies, operating the rolling stock with independent 

tariffs on transportation by means of own fleet and opportunity to carry private shipments 

on local routes. According to the reforming plan, the main part of the JSC RZD fleet was 

handed over to its daughter companies, such as Freight One Company, The Second 

Freight Company, and JSC TransContainer etc. (Strategy, 2010) Nowadays, the largest 

owners of railway wagons are the Freight One and Independent Transport Company 
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(together possess approximately 230 thousand units), the Second Freight Company (129 

thousand units), Neftetransservis (60.2), Globaltrans and Metalloinvesttrans (both have 

56.2). These companies have more than 44 % share in the rolling stock fleet and make the 

same percent in total volumes of freight transportation. (Expert, 2012a) 

 

4.4. Leasing of the rolling stock 

Currently, the rail freight market had about 100 independent operating companies 

possessing more than 1000 of wagons, while the overall number of operating companies 

is approximately 1900 as at first half of 2011. These companies include JSC RZD’ 

subsidiaries, private operators and leasing companies, which do not operate wagons, but 

rent out wagons for further cargo transportation by different freight forwarders 

(Husainov, 2011; Interfaks, 2012). Before the reforms in the Russian railways, the leasing 

market for rolling stock was developed weakly, but since the 2000s the situation has 

changed dramatically. Demand on rolling stock was very high, but existing fleet for the 

most part was exhausted (rundown). Aiming to purchase the rolling stock, enterprises 

faces the problem of choice between the primary and secondary markets. Today there is 

approximately dozen of coach building works producing new equipment (Abakanskyi, 

Altayskyi, Bryanskyi, Voronzhskyi etc). 

 

However, demand on the primary market is not high comparing to the secondary market 

due to the high cost of new equipment. Prices on secondary equipment are much lower 

and depend on modification, extent of wear, and executed maintenance works. (Business-

Leasing, 2012) Nevertheless, the size of railway fleet has continuously increased and as 

of the 1st January 2011, number of wagons exceeded 1 million and made 1019.2 thousand 

of units. The main buyers of the new rolling stock were leasing companies who acquired 

more than 55 % of equipment manufactured in Russia and CIS countries. Many of leasing 

companies have faced financial obstacles during the recession of 2009, but in 2010 

leasing market entered into the new stage of development – companies started expanding 

their regional networks, increased their own fleet of rolling stock etc. (InfoLine, 2011) 
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Notwithstanding renovation of the rolling stock fleet and its growth, a number of serious 

problems associated with increasing wagon fleet capacity were revealed during years 

2010 – 2011. One of the acute problems was the lack of normative regulation of relations 

between freight transportation market insiders. This caused reduction of the growth 

dynamics of loading and increase in empty running of wagons. Thus, for the eight months 

of 2011 compared to the same period in 2007, with a decrease in the volume loading of 

7.4 % transmission of empty wagons between territorial branches increased by 4.7 %. 

(Polyakova, 2012) 

 

In line with expected GDP growth of the government (see Sub-Chapter 3.2) and possible 

influence of Russian entrance into the WTO, volumes of cargo transportation will grow 

as well. In order to handle the growth in freight transportation companies will need to 

have enough equipment including rolling stock and services of leasing companies will be 

in high demand. Nowadays, the most reclaimed type of the wagons for leasing are 

tankers, semi-wagons and mineral wagons. Along the growing volumes of container 

transportation flat cars are also in the list of top priority for rolling stock leasing. 

(Gryaditskyi, 2007) 

 

After 10 years since the start of the Reform Program, several changes in the industry 

became visible. Introduction of private ownership in the field of operating of wagon fleet 

created autonomous tools supporting private investments in rolling stock. The next step 

for the industry is creation of similar tools for infrastructure and locomotive power sector. 

(The World Bank, 2004) Deregulation of railway tariff system in part of infrastructure is 

also needed (Husainov, 2011). 

 

4.5.  International transport corridors in Russia 
 

Process of universal integration in the world economy and trade caused appearance of the 

international transport corridors (ITC) as a special form of cargo transportation 
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organization on main existing and potential international routes (Parshina, 2008). 

Transport infrastructure provides wide opportunities to ease and smooth access to 

international markets by simplified and accelerated movement of goods and people 

(Gleave, 2009). Globalizing world as well challenges Russia to use its transport potential 

effectively. Due to geographical location of the country, it could be integrated into 

different transit routes between North America, Europe and South Asia, and between 

West and Central Europe and East Asia. (Parshina, 2008) Such location allows Russia to 

improve cooperation with the countries of European and Asian regions by arrangement of 

transport corridors and using its transit potential in full (Encyclopedia, 2012). 

 

There are several definitions of terms “transport corridor” and “international transport 

corridor” given in different research works: 

- “a geographic area between two points, linking multiple centers, and moving people 

and freight. This definition includes both the transportation infrastructure (e.g., the 

roadbed, rails and stations) and the new and existing development that surrounds that 

infrastructure” (Douma & Kriz, 2003) 

- “a combination of discrete, adjacent surface transportation networks (e.g., freeway, 

arterial, rail networks) that link the same major origins and destinations. It is defined 

operationally rather than geographically or organizationally” (Reiss, 2006) 

- “a combination of routes that connect centers of economic activity across one or more 

adjoining countries, each route being composed of links, over which transport services 

travels and nodes that interconnect the transport services. The end points are gateways 

that connect the economic centers to the hinterland or to the global trade routes” 

(Pglobal, 2011) 

- “part of a national or international transport system which maintains considerable 

international cargo and passenger transportation between certain geographic regions 

and includes the rolling-stock and immovable structures of all modes of transport 

working on the respective route, and all technological, organizational and legal 

conditions for such transportation” (EDB, 2009) 
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- “a collection of best equipped main transport links of different types of transport 

linking different countries and providing cargo and freight transportation services in 

international traffic on directions with the greatest concentration of their flows” 

(Encyclopedia, 2012). 

 

Thus, in common words it could be concluded that transport corridor is a combination of 

transport links, that provide communication between major centers of cargo and 

passenger flows origins, which include transport infrastructure (lines and vehicles) as 

well as organizational, managerial, infrastructural and legal bases for supporting of such 

transportation. In case if a transport corridor is located across several countries and 

provides unique transportation services, it presents international transport corridor. 

(Douma & Kriz, 2003) 

 

Establishment of transport corridors with efficient internal service organization as trade 

routes is a vital factor for extension of international cooperation in terms of globalization 

(Sherbanin, 2006). Russia is located between Europe and Asia, trade between which in 

terms of money reaches 1 trillion USD annually (RBK Daily, 2012b). The biggest share 

of these cargo flows is transported by sea through the Suez Canal. Sea transportation has 

such advantages as low cost of delivery, and already established customer relationships 

combined with high quality level of services offered. Approximately 1 % of the whole 

Europe-Asia cargo flow is only transported by land-based international transport 

corridors. The best benefits land corridors can suggest to customers are speed and safety 

of delivery. According to existing estimates, around 16 million tons of cargo, which 

require high speed of delivery, could be switched to the land transportation. (EDB, 2009)  

 

First initiative on establishment of the global international transport corridors between 

Europe and Asia was taken by the UN ESCAP (Economic and Social Commission for 

Asia and the Pacific) in the early 1960s. This idea was continued later on in the 

beginning of 1990s after the collapse of USSR, when a big number of new independent 

states with immature markets appeared.  Access to the new markets should be facilitated 
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by three newly introduced transport corridors in the framework of Asian Land 

Transportation Infrastructure Development project. The only one corridor has got serious 

support from the EU side – Transport Corridor Europe to Caucasian Asia, which met the 

strategic goals of the Union. This corridor was supposed to connect countries of Middle 

Asia through the Caspian Sea, Caucasus and the Black Sea with countries of Western 

and Eastern Europe. This corridor was announced to be the shortest and cheapest way en 

route from Europe to deep sea ports of Asia. Russia is not a member of this project. 

(TRACECA, 2012) 

 

Another project on development of international transport corridors initiated by the EU 

side is project on development of Pan-European (Cretan) transport corridors. This project 

was adopted by UNECE in 1994 during the 2nd Pan-European transport commission. The 

project provides establishment of Trans-European Transport Network (TEN-T), 

including 10 transport corridors with branches allowing people and goods to move easily 

and quickly between the Member States of the EU. Even though initially the project was 

aimed for European transport market needs only, already during the 3rd Pan-European 

transport commission goals to prolong the network towards Asia through the territory of 

the Russian Federation was set up. In the framework of UNECE and UN ESCAP 

commissions five corridors were approved as of top-priority taking into account 

international and national transport development programs. (EC, 2010) 

 

Transport corridors which are parts of TEN-T should implement such strategic goals as 

(EC, 2010): 

- provision of barrier-free international transport connection and opening of markets 

for competition, 

- reduction of transport costs in the final price of the products, 

- increase in interoperability between railway networks of different countries and 

harmonization of safety systems.  
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UN ESCAP is also working on development of international transport corridors from 

Asian side together with Economic Commission for Western Asia (ECWA). Committee 

on navigation, transport and communication of UN ESCAP and Division on transport, 

communications and tourism of ECWA are in direct responsibility for ITC projects. 

There are four main directions in Asian region which are used for export of transport 

services (T&S, 2009): 

1. Deep Sea route, connecting such Asian ports as Busan, Yokohama, Singapore, 

Shanghai and others with European countries through the Arabian, Red and 

Mediterranean Seas. This route has also land branches towards Europe through 

Iranian port of Bandar-Abbas, transport corridors of Iran and Turkey with exit to 

the fourth Cretan corridor in Istanbul (Turkey), as well as branches towards 

Pakistan (port of Karachi) and India (the ports of Kolkata and Mumbai).     

2. Transasian mainline, which includes several transport corridors: 

-transport corridor East – West starting from Chinese port Lianyungang and 

going through the territory of Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan, Iran and Turkey 

-the “Northern Ray” – Trans-Siberian railroad running through the territory of 

the Russian Federation 

-meridian transport corridor “North – South” 

3. TRACECA transport corridor “Central Europe - the Caucasus”, which starts 

from Great Soilik route in the Middle Asia and passes through the Turkmenistan, 

Azerbaijan, Georgia with entrance options in Turkey (Samsun), Romania 

(Constanta) and Bulgaria (Varna). 

4. The transport corridor North-South, significant leg of which passes through the 

territory of the Russian Federation and partly runs in with the ITC #9. This 

corridor has connections to the Baltic States, Ukraine, and Belarus through which 

it is connected with railway networks of Eastern and Western Europe from one 

side. From another site this corridor has entrances to India and Iran.  

 

Apart of just being located between two regions (Europe and Asia) the Russian 

Federation has other prerequisites to be a part of transit route from Europe to Asia and 
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back. These include the proximity of the Pacific Ocean; investment attractiveness of 

Asian part of Russia; development of economic zones along the Pacific coast (Russian 

Far East); qualitative changes in structure and growth of internal, export and import cargo 

flows of the country; modernization of sea and railway transport; and developing of the 

transport legislation. (Peniaz, 2012) 

 

The main objectives of the formation and development of ITC in Russia are (Usanov, 

2006): 

- to create favorable conditions and develop transport infrastructure for attraction of 

international transit flows to the native transport links and integration of Euro-Asian 

transport systems for smooth movement across borders of passengers and freight 

- to improve interaction between different modes of transport to correspond more fully 

and effectively to the economy needs in transport services 

- optimization of the transport process in order to improve quality of service and reduce 

transportation costs in the final price of goods 

- promotion of new areas and cross-border cooperation, new domestic and international 

markets 

- to expand foreign trade, increase competitiveness of Russian manufacturers and 

transport companies in the world commodity and freight markets 

- support the development of domestic ports and railways 

- increase the attractiveness of investment projects on development of international 

transport corridors 

 

Significant part of ITC has as a backbones railway lines (Rezer, 2010). Thus, 

Organization of Cooperation between Railways (OSJD) has worked out issue of railway 

based international transport corridors development. According to the organization, 13 

railway corridors could be determined within the territories of countries – members, 

presenting Eastern Europe, the Baltic States, the Central and Eastern Asia. In the process 

of developing main directions for railway corridors materials about European transport 
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corridors were used. (OSJD, 2010) This should also be taken into consideration, as most 

of the ITC, passing through the territory of Russia are railway-based. 

 

Russia is involved in several international transport corridors, among which the following 

corridors should be outlined (RZD, 2012e; TransContainer, 2012; Usanov, 2006): 

- ITC #2, with the route connecting Berlin, Warsaw, Minsk and Nizhniy Novgorod. By 

the efforts of railway administrations of Germany, Poland, Belarus and Russia the train 

service “East Wind” was put into operation in 1995. Extension of this corridor till 

Yekaterinburg will allow connecting ICT #2 to the Trans-Siberian railroad and 

establishing direct Europe-Asian land bridge. 

- ITC #9, is an intermodal transport corridor connecting Finland and Russia (Saint-

Petersburg, Moscow, Rostov-on-Don, and Novorossiysk). Taking into account the fact, 

that north-west region is the only region in Russia bordering the EU, it should be noticed 

that this ITC provides transport services for major part of freight turnover between 

Russia and European Union. 

- ITC North-South 

- ITC East-West  

 

During the formation of ITC, the Trans-Siberian railway line was included in different 

projects of international organizations (UNECE, UN ESCAP, and OSJD) as top-priority 

route in connection between Europe and Asia. Trans-Siberian Railway, or historically the 

Great Siberian Way, is the longest and the most important transport link in Russia with 

length of 9259 km (see Figure 15 in below). Currently, it is well-equipped electrified 

double-tracked railway line, which connects Russian Far East with Central part of the 

country, entrances to Europe (Mosow, Brest, Kaliningrad, and Saint-Petersburg) with 

Eastern ports and entrances to Asia (Vladivostok, Nakhodka, Vanino, and Zabaikalsk). 

Approximate capacity of the Trans-Siberian line is 100 million tonnes per year. In areas 

served by the highway, there are concentrated more than 80 % of the industrial potential 

of the country, produces more than 65 % of the Russian coal, almost 20 % of oil and 25 
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% of the output timber. Those regions have great export potential and grow faster than 

other regions of the country. (CCTT, 2012; Parshina, 2008) 

 

Figure 15. Trans-Siberian railway line with indication of legs’ length and delivery 
time. Source: courtesy of JSC RZD 

 
In light of new ecological regulations adopted by the EU for marine transportation (IMO 

Marine Fuel Sulphur Regulation) and active economical development of the North – 

West region of the Russian Federation the due attention should also be paid by Russia to 

development of additional land-based transport corridors with Europe. These corridors 

could also be important for sustaining of Russian export flows of oil, gas, raw materials 

and semi-manufactured industrial goods. For example, there is a project under 

development on extension of Russian gauge to Vienna. The project was introduced in 

2009 and is aimed to connect Russia with Slovakia and Austria through Kosice and 

Bratislava with Russian gauge of 1520 mm. (RZD, 2012f; VNIIZhT, 2012) 

 

Smooth transport connection to Kaliningrad and the Kaliningrad region is also of high 

importance for Russia (Laurila, 2003).  After countries of the Baltic States became a part 

of the EU, there was a need to connect economical center of the region with other parts of 

the Union. Different projects were considered, such as the Baltic Ring, INTRASEA, 
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North – East Cargo Links, The South Baltic Arc Region, SEB Trans-Link, and Rail 

Baltica Growth Corridor. Active participation of Russia in ongoing projects on 

development of this will benefit both Russia and EU by increasing cargo and passenger 

flows. (Sherbanin, 2006)  

 

Currently, there are number of factors hindering the development of the transit freight 

transportation through the territory of the Russian Federation (Parshina, 2008): 

-  lack of modern transport and logistics centers corresponding to international 

standards 

- deficiency of needed infrastructure for effective transit of cargo flows coming from 

Asia (Chinese side) 

- non-transparent system of transit tariffing 

- ineffective and time-consuming customs procedures.  

 

In 2005 the Working Group of the Economic Commission for Europe (UNECE) on 

intermodal traffic and logistics agreed that three strategic elements should be the basis for 

international activity on reduction of weaknesses in rail transportation between Europe 

and Asia. This was done in accordance with the action plan adopted by the Council of 

Ministers of the European Conference of Ministers of Transport (ECMT) 

(TRANS/WP.24/109, paragraphs 13-20). These elements include development of 

measures on establishment of general Pan-European customs transit system, 

harmonization of border control for railway transport and further negotiations on 

development of unified railway legislation. Those goals were achieved by adoption of 

new Convention on international customs transit procedures for rail freight transportation 

with use of Common Consignment Note CIM/SMGS (Agreement on international goods 

transport by rail) in 2006. Later on, in 2010, those steps were supported by adoption of 

new application in rail transportation to the International Convention on the 

Harmonization of Frontier Control of Goods from October, 1982. Issue on transportation 

of goods under the unified legal regime from the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean is 

still to be solved. (Economic Commission for Europe, 2010; Mintrans, 2012a) 
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5.  EMPIRICAL PART: ANALYSING THE RESULTS OF SEMI-

STRUCTURED INTERVIEWS  

 

Respondents who took part in interviews conducted during the study, present different 

sides of transportation process: railway transportation, trucking, customs, warehousing, 

etc. This allowed getting different stand points on development of transport sector in 

Russia and the North-West region. It also allowed building an understanding of their 

attitude toward development and expectations from the new international transport 

corridor in new economic circumstances after Russia’s entrance in the WTO. It should be 

noted, that companies carrying out sea transportation have not taken part in this interview 

session that is why railway and motor transport were discussed much more comparing to 

sea transport. Nevertheless, sea freight transportation was mentioned by the majority of 

respondents. 

 

5.1.  Decision-making process 
 

Important role in the development of any transport project is played by the decision-

making processes on both country and organizational levels. All interviewees agree that 

the decision-making process relating to the transport sector at the state level is very slow 

and challenging. Responds varies from negative estimates to extremely negative; they can 

be found from Table 5. 
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Table 5.  Decision-making process. 

Some companies can express their opinion on limitations and improvements needed 
for better development of the transport sector, but success of the issue depends on 
nature of companies’ relationships with the State.  
When developing a project concerning development of transportation facilities, a 
company should deal with a big amount of different state authorities, amount of 
which sometimes is unreasonably large. 
It is very difficult to come up with offers and ideas to the authorities. Small 
companies do not have any voice. 
Not always there are changes after such requests, because of very slow decision-
making process. It happens because there is no interest to such projects in the 
authority level. Reason is that making the decisions requires lobbying. 
National decision-making process is awful: too many delays and multi stage 
control. 
At one time, the company was involved in large rail transit business, which was 
discontinued due to tariff changes in 2006. Again, this is a good example of the 
trends, which are often very difficult to see, because so many things affect the 
entity, and the big changes can happen in one night.  
Decision-making processes work very slowly. Processes are faster than 10 years 
ago, but they are still very slow. The processes are also very confusing. Different 
processes may involve completely different decision-makers / stakeholders.  
It is very difficult to come up with offers and ideas to the authorities. Small 
companies do not have any voice. 
Decision-making for the last 10 years has gone more and more in the direction of 
Moscow, that is, decisions are made all the time more frequently in Moscow, even 
if the decision would apply to any other area than Moscow.  
Once the company is a part of the project on development of transport 
infrastructure, it can express its offers on development, which will be heard, as 
these offers are aiming to solve common problems. 
Russian bureaucracy is a genre of art. The government intent has the main influence 
in future situation of intermodal transport. It affects almost everything in Russia. If 
the government wants to increase the amount of intermodal transport, then it will 
happen. 
 
According to comments, decision-making process in transport sector is marked by high-

scale bureaucracy, multi-stage control, big amount of different approving state 

authorities, and some forms of very intensive lobbying (could also in some cases reach 

the level of corruption). Small and medium-sized companies presenting any mode of 

transport do not have any opportunities to influence the decision-making process, while 

big and large companies have chances to throw into the scale. The process evolves many 
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stages and controlling authorities, which sometimes seems to be involved unreasonably. 

Passing through these stages consumes a lot of the time and decrease the effectiveness of 

a decision, if made. Time delays could be resulted in the situation, when the decision 

made is already obsolete. However, along with opinion that the processes are very slow, 

interviewees outlined, that critical decisions can be done in no time, damaging business 

of many companies.  

There is a trend that all major decisions are approved by state authorities in Moscow, 

regardless the region or industry in concern. For example, even Saint-Petersburg is 

strongly dependent on Moscow, when implementing important development projects, 

including ones in transport sector. This may lead to making an inappropriate decision, 

which will not reflect real needs of customers and potential users. Additionally, during 

the interview session it was revealed that companies taking part in different state projects 

have much better positions regarding the decision-making within the framework of the 

project. Thus, there is a possibility for companies to influence the decision-making 

process to some extent, if they have close business or personal relationship with the state 

authorities or their representatives. This kind of doing business deteriorates positions of 

companies, which do not have such a business network, virtually depriving them of the 

opportunity to participate in decision-making. More comments regarding this issue could 

also be found from Table 6, which describes comments relating the decision-making 

processes in JSC RZD. 
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Table 6.  Decision-making processes and JSC RZD. 

The company has cooperation with RZD (Department of Movement, Transport Service 
Centre) and railway universities. Opinion of the company is valued and usually is taken 
into consideration by the decision-makers in different situations.    
It could be said, that RZD is state inside the state. It is a huge monopoly, which has 
influence on the strategy of developing of the state economics. …JSC RZD and railway 
transport have stronger positions before the government than that many small separated 
companies from road transportation. However, state control for RZD is tougher than for 
road companies. 
Russian Railways is doing most of the decisions concerning railways. In general, some 
other governmental bodies can suggest something or start some projects (e.g. concerning 
new inventions) on railway sector.  
President of Russia (Vladimir Putin) and President of Russian Railways (Vladimir 
Yakunin) are former colleagues. Due to e.g. these social relationships the railway sector 
gets more investments than other transport modes. 
People from RZD are just railway minded and do not understand any other issues. 
The different departments are not able to reach an agreement with each other, even if they 
are both owned by RZD. Discussion between these departments is extremely limited and 
difficult. Another example - customs and railway authorities, which are located in the 
same building at the Finnish-Russian border. However, even these units do not 
communicate with each other, even if their activities would provide mutual 
communication.  
The Ministry of Transport is responsible for the final decisions on the transport sector.  

Taking part in decision-making process in transport sector is not fruitful. In railway 
sector there is JSC RZD, which cannot be persuaded at all. In addition, Ministry of 
Transport is less strong than Russian Railways, which does not listen to the Ministry of 
Transport. 
Railways’ one drawback is the fact that rail transport is organized not by private business 
companies, but large monopolistic company. 
 

Nevertheless the situation described above, small companies from road sector, which are 

divided up into big number of separate companies of small or medium size, can introduce 

their suggestions on development and improvement in the transport processes to the state 

authorities in case if they consolidate into unions and associations. However, there is still 

quite a low possibility that the decision will be finally made or, at least, made timely.  

Small and medium-sized companies from railway sector, which operate the rolling stock 

and have appeared after the deregulation of the industry face impediments and suffer 

from monopolistic power of JSC RZD, when coming up with ideas how to improve the 
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operation. On the opposite, large companies from railway sector can express their opinion 

about actions needed, and have a chance to influence development of the sector according 

to current market calls. It is easier for companies to participate in the decision-making 

successfully, if they have close cooperation with the Holding. However, in consequence 

of monopolistic power, the JSC RZD may come to radical decisions, which affect 

interests of both its subsidiaries and private companies significantly and not always 

positively. 

JSC RZD has a great power and strong position before the Government thanks to its 

contribution to Russian economy, which makes approximately 2.2 % of GDP. Thus, 

development strategy of RZD may significantly influence development of Russian 

economy at large. The main stockholder of the JSC RZD is Government of the Russian 

Federation, and it gives power to executive group of the Company to make important 

decisions concerning the whole sector independently. Important to mention, that part of 

the respondents expressed confidence that JSC RZD is stronger than Ministry of 

Transport of the Russian Federation, when making final decisions relating to the railway 

sector. One more reason for such domination of the JSC RZD can be the good personal 

relationships between top managers of the JSC RZD and high-ranking prominent state 

officials. It could be said, such control of decision-making helps to build the common 

strategy for development of railway sector with long-term goals, but on the other hand 

this way does not allow smaller companies, to express their suggestions in full, and in 

such a way the overall strategy loses part of current market calls. 

Another thing that deteriorates the decision-making process relating to the railway sector 

is narrow-mindedness of stakeholders. Representatives of JSC RZD, who are in charge 

with decision-making, do not frequently take into account any issues related to associated 

modes of transport, or authorities, or industries involved in cooperation. Decisions are 

made disconnectedly, basing on goals of the RZD only and unadjusted to other 

circumstances. It is often also so, that decisions are made in favor of large customers, 

while needs of small clients are left without response. One more negative point is poor 
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communication between different departments of the Company, which taking into 

account scale of JSC RZD, again causes delays in decision-making. 

 

5.2.  Railway transport 
 

Railways have always played a critical role in freight transportation in the Russian 

Federation. Taking into account geographical sizes of the country, Russian railway 

network covers huge distances; managing and operating of cargo transportation by this 

rail network is a very complex task. Due to the political and economical issues mentioned 

in Sub-Chapter 5.1., railway sector is better subsidized rather than other modes of 

transport. Thus, nowadays, railway transport has in general satisfactory developed 

infrastructure to serve current cargo flows, however, this is not without drawbacks. Table 

7 presents standpoints regarding the current state and development of railway 

infrastructure and transportation. 

 

Table 7. Railway infrastructure and transportation. 
Rail infrastructure is in pretty good shape, if compared to road network. Almost any 
place can be reached by railways regardless of weather or other conditions. 
Infrastructure is in good condition in European part of Russia, but there is already 
lack of capacity from the Urals towards Asia. 
Today’s capacity is enough to satisfy existing volumes, but it will not be enough, if 
transportation volumes increase. 
Capacity bottlenecks in the rail network are shortcomings. Railroads are not in a 
very good condition and are in need for repair. 
Railway border infrastructure is very poorly developed (some of the stations are in 
lack of tracks for wagon storage and inspection). 
Undeveloped system of dry ports (development of dry ports can help to improve 
transportation of transit cargo from Saint-Petersburg and attract more clients on 
railway service). 
There are only few good developed rail terminals in Russia. Rail terminals are 
mostly old and in poor condition.  
Main reasons for losing the competitive advantages by the railways: infrastructural 
tariffs, tariffs of the owners of rolling stock and tariffs for final infrastructure 
(stations).  
There are problems with, for example, customs along with very high-priced tariffs. 
Lack of financing of the railway industry: enterprise is state owned, but subsidies 
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from the state side are very low and indexation of tariffs is not enough. Railways 
should increase the tariff by 20-25 %, this rate will still allow railway to be 
competitive. 
Procedure of cargo document execution is very complex, system of dry ports in 
Saint-Petersburg and Leningrad oblast is underdeveloped, unclear pricing policy in 
some cases (but, for long distance railway rates are competitive). 

 

Best developed railway network covers European part, whereas in the Asian part, the 

country has only two main lines. According to interviewees, capacities of Asian part are 

already used in full, and there is no room for cargo flow increase. It was mentioned by 30 

% of interviewees that in case of transportation volume growth, existing capacity of 

railway infrastructure will not be able to handle them. This situation with unequal railway 

infrastructure development was explained by military reasons. During the Soviet Union 

period, when the major part of railways has been constructed, military aims were of top 

priority, and network was developed without orientation to market demand. It also was 

constructed without taking into consideration that significant increase of cargo flows 

following to/from Asia, which is now in place. 

 

In spite of privileged position and better subsiding, further additional funding is still 

required to develop railway infrastructure. According to the majority of interviewees 

mentioned the border crossing operations, infrastructure of railway border crossing points 

located in the North-West part of Russia is insufficiently developed, while only 30 % of 

interviewees expressed the opposite opinion. Negative responses outlined that railway 

border crossing points have shortage of tracks’ capacity for customs storage and 

inspection of wagons. Taking into account complexity and time-consumption of customs 

procedures, this becomes a vital issue in improving railway transportation in international 

direction. Moreover, developing different projects on transportation of new types of 

cargo, Russian Railways do not adjust their terms of transportation to possible customs 

delays, which leads to fails in freight delivery. Following the respondents, such 

supplementary infrastructure as dry ports and railway terminals is also developed badly 

and decreases overall quality of railway transportation. 
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Along with infrastructural problems, unclear pricing policy together with high rate of 

infrastructural tariffs is also in list of drawbacks in railway industry’s performance. 

Interviewees mentioned that railway tariffs are justified for long-distance transportation 

only, but pricing policy of Russian Railways is doubtful for short and medium distanced 

transportation.  Regarding this issue, opinions of respondents have being divided up into 

two groups: medium-sized companies consider tariffs on transportation as too high, while 

large scale companies found that tariffs should be increased. The latest opinion was 

supported by the fact, that there is no correlation between existing level of tariffs on bulk 

commodities, such as oil and metal, and paces of tariffs growth with increase of prices for 

one ton of this type of cargo. According to estimates, prices on cargo are increasing faster 

than the transport tariffs are adjusted. In the respondent’s opinion, correlation of rail 

tariffs and industry commodity prices will help JSC RZD to channel additional 

investments into infrastructural sector, but yet increase of railway tariffs on 20-25 % will 

allow railways to be competitive. There is also belief that utilization of public-private 

partnership and attraction of the private capital will help to solve infrastructural problems. 

Due to a small size of the sample, it is hard to argue, that companies with bigger volumes 

of transportation are in better position and can sustain competitiveness after increase of 

the tariff for railway infrastructure provided by the JSC RZD. However, current tariffs 

pricelist (Preiskurant 10-01) provides discounts for dispatches of group of wagons with 

more than 6 units at a level of 3-5 % (Preiskurant, 2011). 

 

Deregulation of railway sector resulted in appearance of free competition in rolling stock 

market, but infrastructural tariffs are still regulated by JSC RZD only. There is also no 

free competition on tariffs for final infrastructure, example of Novosibirsk station was 

used as evidence: “Novosibirsk has only one station with one company operating on it, it 

establishes prices and nobody can offer another price, while the nearest station is in 100 

km only.” Additionally, tariff system is slowly adapting to changes in cargo flows and 

introduction of new types of transportation. For example, carriage of semi-trailers is a 

new type of railway transportation for JSC RZD and currently there is no tariff for this 

transportation. 
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Along with abovementioned challenges, railway transport has a number of other 

drawbacks in its operations. Limited infrastructure is already an issue for current wagon 

fleet available for railway transportation. Comments related to the wagon issue are 

collected in Table 8. 

Table 8. Availability of the rolling stock. 
Today wagon is the financial tool with very good profit, and the main owners of the 
wagon fleet currently are banks. This is good situation as it allowed renewing the fleet of 
rolling stock and providing clients with better services, but from another point of view, 
the amount of those wagons increases existing demand. As well, the capacity of tracks is 
not enough for this amount of wagons. 
Costs of railway wagons maintenance are increasing rapidly for last 4 years (10-15 %). 
Quality of newly produced wagons is low. There is limited market of spare parts (i.e., 
there is no access to Chinese or American spare parts) with low quality of those, which 
are accessible. 
Privatizing ownership of rail wagons to private companies has led to an absurd situation. 
Even the actors earlier lobbying for deregulation of wagons would like to have some 
regulation concerning owning of rail wagons.  
Private owners of wagons don’t want to work with shippers that are situated far away 
(e.g. in Siperia and Ukraine). In addition, private wagon owners wish to have large 
volume contracts i.e. the situation is most problematic for small sized shippers.  
Wagon routes are determined to fully customized transportation between the agreements. 
Needs for different types of wagons change according to customer needs. 
 

Wagons became a very attractive investment tool, which brings a good profit. Thanks to 

such financial attractiveness of wagons, rolling stock was significantly renovated, and 

customers got an opportunity to be served better. However, amount of wagons on the 

market nowadays exceeds the demand on transportation and is higher than the railway 

tracks can hold. Moreover, there are problems connected with the quality of newly 

purchased wagons. In case of brokerage of significant number of wagons of the similar 

type, JSC RZD as a monopolistic company may prohibit operation of this type of wagons 

on Russian railway network for some time, regardless the wagons’ ownership. This 

together with high prices for wagons’ maintenance also increases the rent rate. 

 

Fee rate for wagons rent and non-willingness of wagons’ owners to supply wagons for 

transportation in several cases is another obstacle, which decreases competitiveness of 
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railway transport. After deregulation of the industry and delivery of considerable part of 

wagons to private companies, shippers with small volumes or with long-distanced 

(remote) location started suffering from the lack of wagons. Terms of open market allow 

owners of wagon to get as much profit from wagons as it is possible. Together with the 

establishment of their rent prices, rolling stock operators try to decrease expenditures for 

operating the wagons by increasing wagons’ mileage in freight run and decreasing of 

mileage in empty run. Thus, small companies have little chances to get wagons with 

optimal price, and have to pay additional money to fulfill their dispatches. Nevertheless 

problems connected with infrastructure and wagon fleet, railway transport has a number 

of advantages. Main benefits of railways were named predictability of the service and 

possibility to operate regardless the weather conditions, which can make a significant 

impact on the transportation process in Russia. This mode of transport offers good level 

of cargo safety during transportation, and what is globally important today, it is the most 

environmentally friendly one. 

 

5.3.  Competitive environment 

 

Despite the leading position in the country, railways face competition from road and sea 

transport. Responses, which allow revealing the competition aspects between different 

modes of transport, are presented in Table 9. 

Choice on mode of transport for other than bulk commodities is more and more 

dependent on cost, convenience and effectiveness of cargo delivery, and downsides of 

railway transport can cause shift of cargo flows to another transport mode. Being free 

from the monopolistic power of one company operating in the sector, sea and road modes 

of transport have more opportunities to improve their performance due to tougher 

competition inside the sector, while railways lose this chance.  
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Table 9. Competition between railways, trucking and sea transportation. 
Bulk cargo is more suitable for railway transportation because of the price and volumes, 
but it is easier to transport other types of cargo by road. 
For example, railway transportation from Asian-Pacific Region to Europe by block trains 
from Russian ports of Far East (Vostochnyi and Vladivostok) to Moscow, other regions 
of the Russian Federation and Kazakhstan, became more attractive comparing to sea 
transportation in terms of increasing of sea freight rate. 
Rail transport is not able to quickly react to changes in the market, if compared to road 
transport mode. 
Quality level of services offered by trucks is higher than by railways, i.e., time of delivery 
is shorter. 
Container truck can be driven by road directly to the customs, where the customer wants 
to make the customs clearance. Rail transport is not as flexible in this manner. Containers 
have to be transshipped from rail to road to make the customs clearance, which increases 
costs. 
There are some cases when it seems that railway transportation is to be more logical, but 
in fact after checking all the factors and details, it appears that truck delivery is more 
effective. 
There are difficulties in serving the cargo, which should be picked up or delivered to the 
port of Saint-Petersburg, because there is only one road connection for trucks to the port, 
which is situated in the city. Difficult traffic situation in the city makes usage of the port 
inconvenient. 
The recent development has been the fact that road transport distances have increased 
(i.e. the average distance per single transport has increased). Road transport is more 
flexible than rail transport. 
Russian ports are still in less competitive position and lose part of cargo flows. 
The Sulphur Directive is not applied to Russia, i.e., the Russian ports will actually benefit 
from the Directive. This will affect the flow of goods, as well as the routes. 
 

 

In case of cargo transportation for long distances competition may be observed between 

railways and sea transport. Respondents agree that today transportation in block trains by 

rail helps to make freight carriage less costly comparing to the deep sea route, where 

growth of freight rate is observed, otherwise the choice could be done in favor of marine 

transport. Additionally, despite Russian ports are actively developing at the moment, they 

still do not provide the level of services required. For example, infrastructure of some 

ports and their connections to other parts of transport network in the region does not meet 

requirements of customers. 
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Interviewees mentioned that railways and roads have different significance for the 

country, and there always will be cargo, which is suitable to be transported by only one 

mode of transportation (either railway or road). Considering short and medium distanced 

transportation, motor transport has such advantages as flexibility of routes and ability to 

carry out door-to-door delivery, possibility to form dispatches of different sizes, avoiding 

unnecessary transshipments of cargo etc., which all combined can positively influence 

decision-making towards trucks. Benton et al. (1994) argue that the competitive distance 

for motor transport is up to 320 km, while interviews revealed that in Russia truck 

transportation is more efficient in terms of price and time of delivery on distances up to 

3500 km (i.e., Moscow - Novosibirsk). Thus, talking about smaller volumes of 

transportation (less than train size), respondents outlined that there is high possibility 

these volumes could be picked out by trucks. 

 

It was recognized by interviewees that Finland with its well developed port infrastructure 

has enough transport capacities to handle existing cargo flows to/from Russia or further 

and is able to provide more competitive transport services of higher quality regarding 

ports operations. However, price competitiveness of this route can be harmed by 

introduction of the IMO Sulphur oxide regulation, which provides strict oil sulphur limits 

for every vessel operating in the Sulphur Emission Control Areas (SECA), including the 

Baltic Sea. To achieve the limits established by the regulation, vessels should use either 

fuel of better quality or be reequipped with better engines (having scrubbers in use), 

which in any case will be reflected on the final price of transportation. Yet, Russia does 

not necessarily come under the influence of the Regulation, which may bring additional 

cargo flows to Russian ports. 

 

In such situation, to support Russian ports, provide them with sufficient cargo volumes 

and strengthen domestic transport system, well-developed transport links to ports should 

be built. Thus, according to interviewees, roads should be constructed in the first instance 

and railways, on a second-priority basis. The background for this sequence is 
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predetermined by the fact that road infrastructure develops faster comparing to the 

railway one. It requires fewer investments, which can be returned within shorter terms. 

“It is not reasonable and unprofitable to construct railways until the construction of the 

port is done, because it will stand without use.” 

In case of railways, bigger investments are required, and their payoff period is longer. 

Moreover, it is not feasible to construct railway line before the completion of port’s 

construction, because in the event of absence of volumes it won’t stand without use and 

railway infrastructure will just outwear, while roads are more flexible and can be used, 

for example, for civil traffic. 

 

5.4.  Trucking and sea ports 
 

Table 10 unites comments regarding the current state of the motor and marine transport. 

 

Table 10. Comments related to truck and marine transportation. 
Development of road infrastructure in the North-West part to improve connections 
with Finland, establishment of terminals with good connections to roads, including 
federal ones. But further development of road infrastructure in the region is 
impossible, because it is recreation zone.   
All the trucks are equipped with special tools for tracing the working time of driver, 
so they are following all requirements stipulated in legislation of the Russian 
Federation.  
The terminal network is developing. Road transport network has new high quality 
terminals in the optimal locations of good road links, as well as close to growth 
centres.   
Development of terminals and roads outside the city supports development of the 
port of Saint-Petersburg and decrease the traffic within the city. 
Regional and federal authorities are applying a lot of forces to develop marine 
transport in the region (ports of Ust-Luga, Primorsk, and Saint-Petersburg). 
Further development of road transport depends on development of the infrastructure 
(roads), existing network of roads doesn’t provide good connection to different 
places (even if trucks are able to get to the place, there is no roads to that place).  
For safety issues – quality of roads will not affect cargo strongly if the driver fixes 
cargo well. At the same time, low quality of roads had very negative influence on 
truck itself, which leads to increasing of amortization for equipment. 
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Development of road infrastructure is also influenced by corruption – huge funds are 
stolen when every construction or renovation is executed and final quality of works is 
not as good as it could be. In railway industry there is no such big loses, because it is 
very difficult to “hide” consequences of lack in funding.  
During the season of washed out roads, roads are officially closed and cargo 
transportation is limited. … During the summer time these roads are repaired, but 
maintenance works are the main reason of traffic jams, which causes lead time 
increases.  
There is a great shortage of road transport vehicles in Russia (especially in 
metropolitan areas). 
 

Companies operating in Saint-Petersburg and the Leningrad region consider the area as 

the main cargo gate between Russia and Europe, and stress the importance of                    

Saint-Petersburg as a vital transit hub. According to interviewees, nowadays development 

of transport infrastructure in this region can be observed with special attention paid to 

development of marine transport and ports in particular. Concurrent with development of 

ports, development of road and terminal infrastructure supporting ports can be observed. 

At the same time, performance of motor transport at the moment has the direct influence 

on functioning and competitiveness of ports, located in the region. 

 

Modern motor transport has significant drawbacks in its performance. They are mostly 

connected to the quality of the vehicle fleet and road infrastructure, which are the soft 

spots of motor transportation in case of Russia and strongly influence the overall quality 

of cargo delivery. The major part of interviewees expressed their opinion about the road 

infrastructure in negative way. They outlined, that motor roads in Russia have bad quality 

of cover. Several reasons for that were named: Road market is not regulated by the 

Ministry of Transportation and consequently there is no regulation of traffic and load on 

roads, development and construction of roads is influenced by lobbying, and complex 

geographical environment leads to destruction of roads and following it restriction for use 

some of roads during the winter time.  Reconstruction of roads after winters takes a lot of 

money and time, and is also connected with restriction of carrying capacities. This causes 

time delays in cargo delivery and limits flexibility of motor transport in geography of its 
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services. Not enough developed road network together with seasonally closed roads make 

delivery of cargo to some destinations impossible. 

 

Nowadays road market is not regulated and the majority of roads in Russia are free of 

charge. Budgetary money is not enough to cover all expenses of the sector. Thus, 

construction of roads with tolls or other fees are needed. To attract cargo carriers to those 

roads they should offer high level of cover and well developed roadside infrastructure. 

Absence of payment for using the road on heavy traffic directions leads to congestion. 

Traffic situation of roads is worsening due to car accidents, which often are the main 

reason for full stop of movement on the road. However, it is important to note that 

development of motor transport is directly dependent on development of road 

infrastructure. It was also mentioned by interviewees, that switching of part of cargo from 

roads to railways will allow repairing roads faster. Such a shift will decrease the total 

load on motorways, so the life cycle of cover will be longer. 

 

Today, companies operating in this market expend some efforts to improve their 

performance. They rent or buy new trucks, install additional equipment to trace working 

time of drivers and operate agreeably to Russian legislation. Despite steps being taken, 

they are not enough for radical improvement of the current situation and overall condition 

of the road transportation is still low. Thus, it was noticed that the road infrastructure in 

the North-West region of the Leningrad region is well developed. It was outlined that this 

is a result of activities focused on development of the transport and logistics 

infrastructure under the framework of the region’s governments dedicated program. 

Otherwise, the common opinion was supported - the road infrastructure as in the region, 

as in the whole country, does not satisfy existing market demand and quality standards. 

Brief comparison of different modes of transport, based on interviews is presented below 

(Table 11). 
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Table 11. Comparison of railway, road and sea transport. 
 Railway Road Short sea 

Main advantage predictability, well 
developed 
infrastructure 

flexibility, door-to-
door delivery 

low prices 

Main 
disadvantage 

unclear pricing 
policy 

unsound condition of 
infrastructure and 
vehicle fleet 

undeveloped port 
infrastructure 

Pros great power in 
decision-making 
process, renovated 
rolling stock 

diversified cargo 
base 

well developed 
services in 
Finland and the 
Baltic States 

Cons raw materials are 
the main cargo 
group  

shorter competitive 
distance of 
transportation, 
growing prices of 
fuel  

high level of 
environmental 
pollution, 
growing prices of 
fuel 

 

 

5.5.  Rail Baltica Growth Corridor, Russia 
 

Table 12 describes comments regarding the overall attitude of the respondents towards 

the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor Russia project. 

Table 12. Overall attitude towards the RBGC Russia project. 
Project is interesting from the point of view of passenger and freight transportation 
development with the usage of alternative modes of transport on a competitive basis. 
Development of the corridor will allow offering the region with optimal transport 
solutions and decrease prices of transportation. 
If the project is implemented in full, then it will be easier to transport cargo by railway 
transport. Road component will leave, and in total, the logistics situation will become 
more relaxed. 
Maybe, the implementation of this project will lead to development of new infrastructure. 
Development of transport infrastructure towards Berlin is of interest, because it will 
connect large industrial centers of number of Baltic countries with West Europe.   
RB corridor could be of interest, if there will be connection for freight transportation not 
directly to Berlin, but more to south of Germany. 
Rail Baltica will probably complicate the Finnish transit traffic, because it would be 
alternative competing transport route for it. 
It is probably not sensible to invest largely in construction of Rail Baltica alignment, 
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since there already exist very efficient and competitive transportation routes to and from 
Russia (for example, sea transportation in the Baltic Sea). 
Rail Baltica connection depends on the need of companies that could use it. 
Although RBGC would be competitive by its price level, frequency and delivery time, the 
customers will still continue using sea transport due their highly competitive quality 
regarding very timely schedule and infrastructure. 
 

Even though some respondents were not ready to give clear assessment of the project or 

estimated it negatively, the majority of them expressed positive attitude towards the 

development of the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor Russia. Extension of number of routes 

available for cargo transportation increases the opportunities for companies to work out 

optimal logistics scheme for their freight transportation. Along with this, introduction of 

the railway corridor should enhance the effective competition between different transport 

modes operating in the region. 

 

There are also hopes that implementation of a new transport corridor into operation will 

push development of transport infrastructure, mostly, the railway one. Especially, this is 

important for the development of border infrastructure, where now lack of capacities is 

observed (see Table 16). Beside the infrastructural issue, development of the free 

competition between operators within the railway market itself was also named as a 

positive driver to develop the project. Another important and relevant issue today is the 

development of the private locomotive fleet, which can significantly increase 

effectiveness of international cross-border transportation and cooperation. Nowadays, the 

deregulation of railway market in Russia concerns to a greater degree the wagon market, 

and RBGC Russia may become a platform for development of service market for private 

locomotive traction, especially, in international traffic (see Table 14). 

 

Negative and neutral comments regarding the project were mostly connected with the 

allocation of the corridor and existence of another operating in the region transport 

corridors. Approximately 50% of the respondents expressed their opinion regarding the 

alignment of the route. Majority of them said that connection to the Germany is a very 

attractive option. Opinions were divided further whether the connection should end up in 
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the Berlin area only or be prolonged further to South Germany and more further to 

Southern Europe. However, competition from side of the short sea transportation in the 

Baltic Sea area and the transit route through the Finland were mentioned as factors 

discrediting investments and interest in the RBGC Russia. Still, there could be the 

opposite scenario, where development of ports and short sea transportation in the region 

can be negatively influenced by implementation into operations of Rail Baltica, which 

can cause a shift of cargo flows to railway service, but this could be possible only in case 

the railway corridor provides customers with competitive features, such as price, 

schedule, safety, suitable lead time etc.  

 

Comments regarding the cost and operational features of the corridor, outlined by the 

respondents, are collected in Table 13. 

 

Table 13. Important features for RBGC Russia. 
Main requirements – delivery time, price and speed are important factors. 
Interviewee believes that RB is competitive only with proper price level and reduced time 
of delivery. 
The importance of price may be changed, if the IMO sulphur emission limitation 
becomes effective. If the Rail Baltica is a good functional product with good robustness, 
quality, and frequency, price might be slightly higher than that by sea. The price should 
not be understimated, but its importance can be reduced with speed, precision, and now 
also for the environmental reasons.     
Criteria: profitability, minimization of the transit time, and functioning of different 
transport modes under the framework of the united transport system. 
The price should not be underestimated, but its importance can be reduced with speed, 
precision, and now also for the environmental performance significantly. 
The price, of course, has the last line of the potential and profitability. 
If the price is same as for sea transport, then rail transport should be frequent. 
Good connection with roads. 
What kind of value added services it will be possible to receive on the route of Rail 
Baltica?  
Schedule could be a very good supplementary factor. 
Frequency, namely, the speed of cargo passing through it, and safety of transportation. 
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From Saint-Petersburg to Berlin it was proposed to have 5-7 days. 5 days – time for direct 
truck, 10 days – time for short sea. But for trucks time will be possible increasing, 
because due to the legislation of the EU and Russia drivers are allowed to do less and less 
km per day. 

For transport corridor it is very important that the traffic is in both directions. 
 

When making a decision regarding the scheme of cargo transportation, companies always 

pay a lot of attention to the final price of it. Transportation expenses influence the final 

cost substantially, that’s why more than half of the respondents mentioned price for the 

corridor services as an important feature for the Rail Baltica to be competitive. Along 

with the price, frequency, time of delivery, safety of transportation, cooperation with 

other modes of transport and other features were called as necessary ones to attract cargo 

on its service. 

 

Figure 16. The most important properties of the RBGC Russia according to 
interviewees. 

 
To make the corridor profitable, Rail Baltica should provide prices competitive to its 

main rivals in the region – trucking and short sea transportation companies. As of the 

interview period, the price level for short sea transportation of one container from port of 

Saint-Petersburg (Russia) to Hamburg (Germany) is 1000 euro, and there will be 

additional payment for road or railway leg to deliver cargo to a final consignee. Price 

level for intermodal transportation of cargo (per unit) from St. Petersburg to the Czech 

Republic is also approximately 1000 euro per truck leg and additional 1000 euro per sea 

leg. In case of delivery of cargo on this route completely by road, the price level makes 
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3000-4000 euro. Cargo transportation further to the Southern Europe, for example to 

Italy, will cost 1000 euro more.  Interviewees are sure, that railway transport will be able 

to offer lower price level from Saint-Petersburg to South Europe in case of the corridor 

implementation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 17. Approximate price interval for RBGC Russia on the route Saint-Petersburg 

– Czech Republic, euro. 
 

Level of prices for corridor’s services depends on two major constituents: infrastructure 

tariff and cost of wagons’ rent (in case it is needed). Deregulation of rolling stock market 

in Russia has created conditions for development of free wagon market, where customers 

can find wagon required with suitable price for rent. In case, if Rail Baltica also provides 

its customers with open wagon market, then it will be easier for cargo owners to get the 

optimal price for their transportation. Attraction of stable cargo volumes will also support 

the lower prices. 

 

Other operational features, named by the interviewees, also influence the price of 

transportation by means of the Rail Baltica. Frequency is the determining factor in case if 

the corridor will not be able to provide prices lower than the feeder vessels or trucking 

companies, but equal to them or just above. In case, if Rail Baltica is able to offer lower 

fee, the frequency can be once a week or twice a month. It was also mentioned that if the 

corridor offers daily services, it can compete with truck deliveries. Frequency of railway 

Saint-

Petersburg 

Czech 

Republic 

truck = 3000 € 

sea+truck= 2000 € 

railway= 2000-3000 €
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services determines as well the speed of cargo delivery or, in other words, the lead time. 

This is also important factor for making the corridor competitive. The lead time should 

also be in the interval between trucking (fastest) and short sea (slowest) transportation. At 

the same time, lead time should be considered from costs point of view, which means that 

the fastest lead time can occur to be uncompetitive due to large expenses connected with, 

and longer lead time leads to increase of wagon rent. It was proposed by interviewees that 

time of cargo delivery from Saint-Petersburg to Berlin to be 5-7 days, where 5 days is the 

lead time of motor transport, while short sea takes approximately 10 days for the same 

route. 

 

Equally important factor for pricing is cost of locomotive traction. Table 14 contents 

responses regarding development of locomotive traction in Russia. 

 

Table 14. Comments relating to locomotive traction. 
From company’s point of view, improving of schemes for locomotives turnover increases 
their effectiveness. It’s like a chain: removing delays at the border crossing points will 
lead to increase of profitability as for owners of locomotives, as for owners of wagons, as 
for cargo owners, and as for freight forwarders. 
One of the most significant trends is the development of own locomotive fleet.  
There is a shortage of locomotives in Russia. Earlier it was a shortage of wagons, but it is 
no longer a problem.  
There is a shortage of locomotives, which complicates the organization of rail 
transportation.  
 

Scheme of locomotive turnover should be worked out with as much as possible 

elimination of changes of locomotives and locomotive crews. Nowadays, locomotives 

should be changed when crossing Russian-EU border, at that length of locomotive run 

makes approximately 200-300 km (according to interviewees), while typical length is 

1000-2000 km. Thus, schemes with simplification of border crossing procedures for 

locomotives, which allow using fewer amounts of them on the same route and efficient 

use of locomotive crews’ time, will lead to decrease of traction expenses in total price. 

Renovation and replenishment of the locomotive fleet, executed by attraction of private 

companies and private investments to the project, would also help to decrease end price 
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and positively influence lead time for freight transportation by decreasing time and 

financial expenses on maintenance works for locomotives. 

 

Another additional feature of the corridor also decreases transportation costs. It is well 

known, that rates for transportation of unitized cargo with volumes enough for train 

formation are lower comparing to rates for single dispatches. It was recognized by the 

respondents, that containerization is the main trend of today’s railway transportation (see 

Table 15 below). 

 
Table 15. Containerization. 
Containerization is permanent process. Even traditional bulk and fertilizers are 
transported with containers i.e. the amount of containers delivered increases all the time 
(it is trend). 
The largest mega cities of Moscow and Saint-Petersburg, as the main consignees, are 
actively developing container transportations on the routes. 
It is convenient to use containers when block trains are in operation, otherwise container 
delivery can be less profitable comparing to truck delivery. 
The future of East traffic (Finnish) is in containerization.   
The problem is the fact that the open wagons security is poor, but the use of containers 
increase transshipments between different transport modes and though will increase costs 
and waiting times of transportation. 
 

Forming the full container block trains can attract more cargo on railway services, and 

consequently, influence prices of Rail Baltica services positively. One of the interviewee 

outlined that due to rapid containerization process container train concept is more 

attractive rather than semi-trailer train one. This also can be supported by the fact that 

customs legislation is better adjusted for container transportation, while there are still a 

lot of difficulties in customs processing of semi-trailers on wagons. Moscow and Saint-

Petersburg are, probably, the main consignees of the container in the country, which can 

also be beneficiary for the Rail Baltica corridor. Introduction of container block trains can 

also be used for establishment of schedule en route. Well organized schedule and 

frequency for train services could be trump cards for railways in competition with the 

short sea. Only one negative influence of container utilization for railway transportation 

was named. This concerns arisen transshipments of cargo, which could increase time of 
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delivery and price of transportation. Present opinion was supported by the fact, that there 

is lack of trucks from Russian side to organize short leg transportation of containers 

to/from railway stations. However, this drawback can also be assigned to the short sea 

transportation.       

 

Cross border operations, customs procedures, and change of gauges are playing essential 

role in the lead time. Table 16 presents the comments related to cross border operations 

and procedures. Cross border issue concerns more Russian – Finnish and Russian – 

Estonian borders, as all other countries participating in the project belong to the EU and 

there is no need in execution of additional procedures, when crossing the borders. Passing 

through abovementioned two borders takes more time, as Russia is not a member of the 

EU. 

 

Table 16. Cross border operations. 
The main challenge for implementation and operating of the RBGC Russia is border 
crossing points and their infrastructure.  
Carrying capacity of border crossing points between Russia and Finland exceeds carrying 
capacity of border crossing points between Russia and the Baltic States significantly. 
In case of freight transportation in wagons owned by Russian side the special documents, 
which are required for crossing the board by wagon, should be executed for each wagon. 
Wrongly executed documents for one wagon can cause delays for the whole train; such 
situations create challenges for, e.g. to flexibility. In this situation new powerful and 
flexible rules of the game should be created. If rules would not be clear, then the 
problems will increase with the growing number of operators.  
Customs delays and unjustified exposures for checking of cargo, sight of claims 
concerning the declaration of cargo and its custom price to the carrier - all lead to delays 
in supply. 
Russian customs legislation is changed frequently, but there is no timely notification of 
participants of foreign economic activity of such changes, which often concern the 
essential terms of external trade contracts.  
Customs procedures can take some time. According to the company’s experience, 
customs procedures take one working day. 
Electronic system for documents turnover is needed. 
One of the challenges for the corridor could be the change of the gauge; there should be 
organization, which will provide such services. 
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Problems connected with crossing the countries’ borders were mentioned by the majority 

of respondents as the major inhibiting factor for the project development. These problems 

are connected with: 

1. Difference in railway gauge width, 

2. Poor development of border crossing infrastructure, and 

3. Complexity and ambiguity of Russian customs legislation. 

Approximately third of the respondents said, that their companies have orders for cargo 

transportation, which could be done by means of the RBGC Russia. However, in case of 

time delays caused by undeveloped infrastructure at the places of changing the gauge, sea 

or road mode of transport will be chosen. Combination of high-speed passenger traffic 

with freight one can challenge border crossing operations for freight trains as well.  

Russian railway network supposes the following consequence of trains in schedule: High 

speed passenger trains are passed first of all, suburban trains have the second priority and 

freight trains are the last in the queue. Thus, for example, after implementation of Allegro 

service (high-speed passenger train between Helsinki and Saint-Petersburg), several trips 

of freight trains were shifted to the night time or redirected to other border routes. 

However, it was said by interviewees that Russian – Finnish cross border points are 

developed better comparing to ones between Russia and the Baltics. In the framework of 

the project, this can be applied for Russian – Estonian border crossing points. Priority of 

passenger traffic before freight and insufficiently developed border crossing points can 

cause delays in freight trains schedule and negatively influence the lead time. At the same 

time it was pointed out by 20 % of respondents that implementation of the project can 

give an impact for development of new infrastructure, including places of change of 

gauge and the border crossing one. This in long term can allow increase in the amount of 

trains passing through them, both freight and passenger. 

 

Additionally, to insufficiently developed infrastructure of border crossing points, 

complex customs procedures deteriorate the situation. All interviewees agreed that 

customs procedures are unclear and insufficient in Russia. It was also mentioned, Russian 
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customs legislation is being changed frequently without timely notification of foreign 

economy activity participants. One respondent said that different instructions and 

regulations introduced can create conditions for broad interpretation of the customs 

legislation, which can be turned to account of individual industries and commercial 

structures and hurt other participants of the market. Together with undeveloped railway 

infrastructure, these create obstacles for smooth movement of cargo and increase the 

price of transportation and lead time. 

 

In Table 16 there is also comment relating to the change of gauge. This procedure 

directly influences the lead time and can cause delays in railway services. In case of Rail 

Baltica, the change from Russian standard (1520 mm) to European (1435 mm) should be 

done between Lithuania and Poland. Several interviewees said that different width of 

gauge is a great barrier and principal problem of Russian – European railway 

transportation; 10 % of respondents have even outlined that their companies have lost 

significant cargo flow coming from/to Europe due to problems connected with the change 

of gauge. 

 

Talking about the development of the project, one of the interviewees said that currently 

there is no need in mono-services anymore. To be interesting for customers Rail Baltica 

should be able to provide them with supplementary services. Comments regarding the 

topic could be found from Table 17. 

 

Table 17. Complementary services for Rail Baltica. 
What will be the collection points or hubs where it will be possible to enter the corridor? 
Clients are interested in full complex of services, from factory-shipper to warehouse of 
consignee, including terminal services, preparation of transport documentation, 
insurance, transportation and execution of customs procedures.  
There is a project on development of semi-trailer transportation until 2015 initiated by 
RZD, company is a part of this project. 
To load truck on railway flat-car, unload in Europe, deliver cargo to door of consignee, 
and come back by railway again - such scheme would be very attractive. 
Development of dry ports will help to improve transportation of transit cargo from Saint-
Petersburg and attract clients on railway service. 
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According to interviewees, usage of dry ports can be a complementary service for the 

Rail Baltica. Nowadays this infrastructure is not developed yet from Russian side, but it 

is considered by 20 % of interviewees as a tool to increase the attractiveness of railway 

transport. Usage of the dry ports helps to decrease the traffic load within the cities, as 

well as prepare the cargo for transportation or releasing with providing different value-

added services without consuming so needed station space. Dry ports can provide such 

value-added services as cargo processing and handling, preparation of documents, cargo 

insurance, customs services, and electronic system for documents’ turnover. Good 

connections with main roads and ports (i.e., of Finland or Saint-Petersburg) will facilitate 

attraction of cargo base on Rail Baltica services as well. Additionally, semi-trailer 

transportation can extend cargo base, which can be attracted on services of the corridor. 

Discussing road transportation, 10 % of the interviewees mentioned that gasoline prices 

decrease attractiveness of trucking. However, significant part of the interviewees carries 

out cargo transportation to Europe by trucks. 

 

All respondents said that their companies are carrying out transportation to/from Europe, 

and majority of them along with other modes of transport use trucks for their 

transportation. One of the peculiarities of transportation in Europe is relatively short 

distances, where trucks make severe competition to other modes of transport. Significant 

obstacle for Russian companies operating trucks in Europe is the high gasoline price. In 

this connection, the following solution was proposed as attractive one to be implemented: 

With full tank load of cheap gas and trucks with cargo can be loaded on railway flatcars 

on the territory of Russia, then transported by railways to Europe, unloaded, deliver cargo 

to door of consignee and come back by railways again. This measure allows decreasing 

fuel expenses of operating companies, decreasing wear out of trucks, and finally, 

reducing part of operational expenses in final fee rate of transportation. However, it was 

said by 40 % of respondents that currently semi-trailer transportation is rarely used and is 

underdeveloped from Russian side. The reasons for absence of demand on this type of 

transportation are following. There is no suitable infrastructure for loading/unloading of 
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semi-trailers on railway flat-cars in majority of places of shipment. In order to load semi-

trailer on railway wagon, it should be sent to the station or terminal, where such operation 

is possible, which increases the total expenditure of transportation. Semi-trailer railway 

transportation is a completely new type of transportation for customs too. Non-adjusted 

customs legislation and customs procedure due to lack of experience in handling such 

type of cargo causes delays in delivery. Another factor named is absence of customers’ 

market for this transport product. However, this type of transportation can be used for 

decreasing the empty runs of wagons in both directions, and, thus, create or increase the 

profitability of the project. 

 

All these drawbacks were revealed by respondents during several trial dispatches of semi-

trailers by railway transport. Currently, companies interviewed do not have any 

expectations for this type of transportation competitiveness. However it was said, that 

there are intentions from JSC RZD side to develop this type of transportation in Russia. 

The Company worked out a special program on evolving of this semi-trailer 

transportation up to 2015, thus, positive changes can be expected. 

 

Altogether strengths and weaknesses of the project are presented in the form of SWOT 

analysis in Table 18 below.  
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Table 18. SWOT analysis for the RBGC Russia project according to the interviewees. 

Strengthens 

 shorter lead time, compared to other 
modes of transport 
 lower freight rates 
 improvement of land transport 
options between the Baltic States, 
Europe and Russia 
 extends variety of choices of 
transport routes  
 increases the competitiveness of 
different modes of transport  
 green aspect 

Weaknesses 

 necessity in huge investments 
 long-term realization 
 different gauges and undeveloped 
cross-border infrastructure 

Threats 

 not adjusted customs procedures 
 higher prices compared to the short-
sea transport 
 development of the 1520 gauge 
transport corridor to Vienna by the 
JSC RZD  
 well-developed port infrastructure 
in the Baltic States  

Opportunities 

 development of logistics 
infrastructure en-route 
 good connections to roads and ports 
 high gasoline prices 
 drawbacks in Russian ports’ 
operation 
 introduction of the IMO Sulphur 
oxides regulation 
 tailored value-added services 

 

Among the weaknesses of the project, need in significant and long-term investments was 

mentioned by 20 % of interviewees. Interviewees mentioned that private investments can 

support development of the project. However, private investors are interested in 

profitable projects only, thus, they should be carefully motivated for putting up of their 

money into the project. As railways infrastructure is as a financial project with long 

return on investment, state authorities should follow collective real option approach in 

building trust between them and private companies, which can be a base for stable public-

private partnership in case of this project: “In order to make the project profitable, the 

state should also make some investments or introduce some privileges to attract the 

private capital.”  Both, public and private sides can make initial little investments to 

uncover the possible success for the further development of the project. 
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Among threats to the project, initiative of JSC RZD on development of competitive 

railway corridor based on extension of gauge 1520 mm till Vienna was mentioned. At the 

same time, it was outlined by the interviewees, that existence of both corridors can 

improve competitive environment. 

 

As one of Rail Baltica’s significant advantages was named environmental friendliness. 

Even though it was admitted the environmental issues are still not perceived seriously by 

many Russian companies, interviewees agree that the corridor is a very good opportunity 

to improve the ecological situation in the region of its operation (see Table 19). 

Moreover, from this point of view the corridor gets another advantage before sea and 

motor transports in terms of price, as it has the lowest greenhouse gas emissions, and 

thus, there are no additional fees. 

 

Table 19. Ecological issues. 
They are very important now, but only a few companies are really thinking about this 
issue. 
Benefit of rail transport is its environmental friendliness. 
Rail transport is more environmentally friendly mode of transport than the road transport. 
Importance of environmental friendliness in Russia and Russian customers is relatively 
small. Green logistics is worth talking about more than before, but the practical 
significance is still minimal, if environment has an impact on the financial figures. 
Customers are, therefore, at least not yet willing to pay for environmental improvement.  
 

Following the responses provided by the companies, it can be said that if the project is 

implemented in full, it will positively influence development of transport infrastructure in 

participating countries, including border-crossing infrastructure improvement of 

ecological situation, create effective competition and decrease the price of transportation 

of one ton of cargo. It is believed by the respondents, that the project should be developed 

in view of open market with free access to it by operators, wagons and locomotive 

owners. This will create conditions for healthy competition and higher level of service 

quality. 
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5.6.  World Trade Organization 
 

Most of the interviewees (70 %) think that prospective of  Russian membership in the 

WTO in regard to transport sector in general and railways in particular are unclear. 

Meanwhile, 20 % respondents expect positive impact on the transport sector development 

and only 10 % thinks that consequences of the country’s accession to the organization 

will be negative. 

 

Table 20. Comments related to Russian membership in the WTO. 
It is difficult to estimate. There are unclear perspectives and many different conditions for 
the Russian Federation. 
There will be influence of the WTO, but perspectives are not clear yet. Changes could be 
expected from Asian Pacific side – changes in export and import. No changes are 
expected for European cargo flows. In case if WTO causes oil prices regulation, bigger 
amount of consumers can appear and existing consumers can increase their consumption, 
thus, volumes of transportation will increase as well. 
WTO has not yet made effect on Russian transportation sector. Interviewee also believes 
that WTO will not have large impact on transportation sector. 
Entrance can have an impact on customs and tariff regulation, which will make impact on 
the structure of import and export cargo flows, especially, on import one. 
Transportation has become a different impact on legislation in place, or because of a law 
that the WTO is seeking to remedy, so that the rules would be the most similar to all 
member countries. WTO, of course, will also affect the tariffs in railways. WTO impact 
is still very difficult to estimate, because the effects can be minimized by other actions. 
WTO will in any case harmonize tariff policies. Effects of the WTO will be realized with 
a small delay, i.e. 3-5 years’ time the effects are more visible. The effects will probably 
be the most positive development in Russia. 
In a nutshell: The most important change takes place on the transport of timber, where 
export taxes are removed. This will increase timber imports into Finland. 
The interviewee could not believe that this will simplify the customs procedures; there 
does not exist any background for this. 
Will make negative impact on the whole Russian economy as Russia will have to make 
the prices on internal and external markets equal and it will not be profitable to export 
products from Russia, but import will increase. It means that volume of production will 
decrease and volumes of transportation will decrease as well. 
 

Analysis of neutral answers shows, that respondents in general do not rely on possible 

influence of the organization on railway sector development directly. Yet interviewees 
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have expectation of improvements or deprivations in industries, which are connected to 

the railway transport, use its services or can make an impact on quality of its services. 

 

Complication in customs procedures, as mentioned earlier, has lead to significant 

decrease in quality of transport services. Problems, which arise in connection with 

bureaucratic system of customs legislation enforcement when importing/exporting cargo, 

lead to huge losses of time and decrease in economic efficiency of foreign trade. 

Complexity of customs and border procedures does not allow developing effective transit 

cargo flow through the territory of the Russian Federation and cause avoidance of 

Russian transit transport corridors by cargo owners and freight forwarding companies 

(Diumylen, 2008). As 20 % of respondents said that they are expecting positive changes 

in customs regulation and procedures, on the other hand 10 % of respondents said that 

there is no background for improvements in customs procedures even after entrance to 

the WTO. Positive expectations are based on harmonization of Russian legislation, which 

follows entrance of the country to the WTO. It is also supported by the fact of removing 

of barrages in external trade of the country, including in customs ones. However, 

negatively adjusted persons think that if the problem with cargo demurrage at customs 

points will be solved, customs authorities may introduce additional requirement for 

documents execution and additional time will be needed. 

 

During the interviews, only 10 % of respondents were able to make a prediction on 

changes in cargo flows of their companies for the short term. The growth at the rate of   

10 % is expected following trends of years 2010-2011. Nevertheless, talking about 

Russian membership in the WTO, 50 % of respondents mentioned changes in cargo flows 

under influence of the Organization. There are different expectations on pattern of 

changes. Most of the respondents agree that the WTO will influence cargo flows 

indirectly. Thus, 20 % of interviewees said, that adoption of the WTO requirements by 

Russia and following changes in governmental policy in respect of dedicated industries 

will influence the freight flows later on. All respondents answered outlined, that 

membership in WTO will cause changes in structure of export freight flows towards 
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increase in share of raw materials. Structure and orientation of freight flows can be 

significantly influenced by tariff regulation of country’s external trade. For example, 

changes could be observed in transportation of timber, where export duties were 

significantly decreased. Only one company mentioned possible changes in transit cargo 

transportation, expecting increase in transit flows from Asian-Pacific region towards 

Europe. 

 

Half of respondents said, that membership will also influence import freight flows 

upwards. This will happen as a result of equalization of prices on production for both 

internal and external markets. After prices become equal, it will be unprofitable to export 

from Russia, but import products will be cheaper. It was noticed that these changes in 

cargo flows are referred to as the negative impacts of the WTO on Russian economy. 

Low interest towards exporting of products will lead to reduction of domestic 

transportation, including by means of the railway transport. At the same time, different 

opinion was expressed. After entering the WTO, Russia has to regulate (decrease) prices 

on oil and oil products2. Following the decrease in prices bigger amount of consumers 

can appear and existing ones can increase their consumption volumes. This could make a 

positive impact on domestic and export-oriented transportation, especially for railway 

transport, which is the main carrier of raw materials in the country. Entrance of Russia in 

WTO will increase mutual responsibility of countries – trade partners regarding provision 

of equal conditions and opportunities to promote products in markets of each other. This 

fact is also supposed to influence the transportation process positively. Regarding the 

railway transport itself, there are expectations that this membership will make railway 

tariffs more transparent, thus it will be possible to lessen amount of factors hindering 

development of railway transportation. 

 

 

                                                 
2 Interview was conducted on 10th of May, before Russia has become an actual member of the WTO. After Russia’s entrance into the 
Organization, it was announced that country doesn’t have any obligations on reduction of export taxes for oil and gas products 
(Kommersant, 2012). 
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5.7.  Typology of transportation stakeholders in North-West Russia 
 

Typology of different transportation stakeholders based on private sector interviews was 

constructed based on interviews, and it is presented in Appendix B. All the different 

stakeholders in typology were mentioned or further discussed in private sector interview 

meetings. Typology might be very subjective, since list of stakeholders is based on 

interviewees’ opinions. Stakeholders are divided into seven different groups, which have 

been utilized in previous RBGC research by Laisi et al. (2011): 

- Governmental decision makers 

- Cities 

- Railway sector 

- Logistics sector 

- Governmental agencies 

- EU 

- Other 

 

All the interviewees were asked about the different stakeholders or organizations they 

contact during different decision-making processes. Many interviewees were not able to 

define specific stakeholders, which they contact due to major amount of bureaucracy and 

considerable number of different possible authorities, which are involved in decision-

making. Even if similar decision-making rounds are made, the stakeholders can be 

different in each round.  

 

However, some stakeholders were mentioned few or many times during the interview 

rounds. Main governmental decision-makers regarding transport sector development are 

Russian Ministry of Transport and Russian Ministry of Economic Development. In city 

level, local and regional administrations were defined as important contacts. Railway 

sector was the largest in number of identified stakeholders. JSC RZD was named in 

almost all interviews as the most important organization to contact, when decision-

making is focusing in rail transportation. Furthermore, different departments and 
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organizations regarding JSC RZD were identified e.g. Department of Investment 

Management and Oktyabrskaya Railway.  

 

Finnish Transport Agency and Finnish Transport Safety Agency were identified as major 

Finnish contacts, when decision-making is concerning transit traffic through Finland. 

Most of the interviewees stressed that the only possibility for small or medium sized 

companies to influence in Russian decision-making processes is through larger 

organizations or associations. One example in logistics sector is Association of 

International Road Carriers, which was mentioned as good contact in road transport 

sector. Furthermore, some associations came up in the interview meetings e.g. American 

Chamber of Commerce, Chamber of Commerce and Industry, and Russian Union of 

Industrialists and Entrepreneurs. Defined governmental agencies regard mostly tariff and 

customs processes. Federal Tariff Service and Federal Customs Service were mentioned 

many times as important contacts. In addition, Russian universities are regarded as 

important connections. Full list of stakeholders indentified by interviewees can be seen in 

Appendix B. 

 

Earlier it was argued in the analysis of interviews that decision making is increasingly 

being concentrated on Moscow. This is understandable just by going through different 

institutions and organizations mentioned. Only few of these are having purely St. 

Petersburg or Leningrad Oblast representation – most of the headquarters are located in 

Moscow and decision makers are from that city (even delegation of the EU is located 

there). So, basically local actors and contacts for private companies in the city/area level 

are few, but of course a must. In case of transportation sector, these are universities, city 

governance structures and Oktyabrskaya Railway (and local branch offices of RZD and 

different associations). However, large-scale changes and investments will always go 

through the structures of Moscow. 
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6.  DISCUSSION 

 

Membership of the Russian Federation in the WTO will undoubtedly influence 

development of country’s transport sector. First of all, changes will be observed in 

economy of the country, both internal and external. Limitation of protective barriers for 

import products and increased competition with foreign corporations will cause shifts in 

industry pattern of domestic production. To sustain competitiveness, Russian enterprises 

have to optimize their production cycles, what also can include relocation of production 

facilities geographically or change of location of different resources they use. At the same 

time, lower import tariffs will lead to increase of import cargo flows going into the 

country. However, membership in the WTO implies also opening of foreign markets for 

Russian production. Thus, volumes and structure of export flows could be changed, albeit 

not significantly. These changes are also expected by the companies interviewed. Main 

impact is expected to be on import cargo: Various products from metal, agricultural, and 

chemical industries will be imported by Russia. Consequently, all of these changes will 

lead to changes in logistics and transportation sectors of the country. 

 

Experience of different countries which entered the WTO earlier revealed that usually 

consequences of adjusting policies in accordance with the organization requirements and 

overall influence of WTO on countries’ economies can be observed after 10 years on the 

average. Thus, possible improvements in Russian transport sector are expected in long 

term perspective only. Having EU as the largest trade partner, Russia can benefit from 

development of new transport corridors, such as RBGC Russia project, with having the 

opportunity to extend number of routes and to offer the optimal transport solutions for 

freight owners. 

 

Performance analysis of Russian economy showed that even in the case of 

implementation of the worst scenario for the development of the country’s economy, no 

sharp declines are expected by the government. Stability in financial situation in the 
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country together with improvements in legislation done to correspond to requirements of 

the WTO can make a positive impact on attraction of the private and foreign long-term 

investments, like it was observed in China after its accession to WTO. These investments 

can also be used for the development of transport infrastructure. Strengthening of 

transport infrastructure within the country will allow improving internal logistics for 

domestic production enterprises. At the same time, it will serve as well for external trade 

flows, growth of which is also projected after Russia’s accession to the WTO. Overall 

improvement of transport sector can also be used for better utilization of the country’s 

transit potential. 

 

However, it should be noted that Russian economy is strongly dependent on its fuel and 

energy resources. This dependency exerts also in transport sector. Mainly oil and oil 

products are making more than 70 % in Russian export, and this trend will be saved, at 

least, for the next decade. It is supposed that after next 10 years (up to year 2025) 

production of oil and oil products will start to decline. (Hilmola, 2011b) Monotony of 

cargo transported has negatively reflected on the development of transport services. 

Today, Russia along with other countries – typically oil exporters hold very low position 

in Logistics Performance Index ranking (with exceptions, like Malaysia and Canada), 

compiled by the World Bank (2012). Holding LPI place in the nineties means that sector 

is significantly underdeveloped and cannot provide cargo owners and shippers with 

predictable and reliable logistics service. Value-added services are also weakly 

developed. In spite of good geographical location for freight transit, as of today Russia 

holds a place in the second decade of rank for export of transport services only (NP 

SOZhT, 2012b).  According to the research conducted by Hilmola (2011b), the Russian 

Federation has a significant room for improvement performance of its transport 

infrastructure. The study was made by utilizing the DEA method, input-oriented model, 

where LPI was used as input and GDP (GDP PPP1 adjusted) was used as output. Having 

the 6th GDP adjusted for PPP in the world rank, the country utilizes very low amount of 

its logistics potential. As LPI estimates logistics performance from general cargo 

transportation point of view, it shows that diversification of cargo is needed. It should 
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force improvements connected with development of such parts of transport logistics as 

warehousing, border clearance, payment system and other logistics functions. (The World 

Bank, 2012a) 

 

Dependence of Russian economy on oil is also a good background for bureaucratization 

of structures at all levels. However, these processes inhibit development of country’s 

economy. Oil revenues make more than half of the Russian GDP (oil export itself and all 

taxes related to it), and as long as the state gets this income, there will not be any 

significant driver for intensive development of other industries. (Åslund, 2012) This can 

be a significant obstacle for development of such huge infrastructural projects as Rail 

Baltica. Rules and standards of the WTO can positively influence current situation, as 

they provide transparency of trade and investment processes, while opening of borders 

for foreign market participants can give a jump start for development in other sectors of 

industry to maintain competitive positions. Joining the WTO, the country also showed 

that its legislation is more reliable for foreign investments now. Thus, private money can 

be attracted to Rail Baltica project. 

 

At the same time, full-fledged integration of the country into the world economy can be 

done, if country is well connected to global freight and logistics networks. (The World 

Bank, 2012a) That is why improvement of transport infrastructure, especially as a part of 

ITC, is the top-priority task for transport sector in the country, specifically after accession 

to the WTO. The majority of ITC passing through the territory of the Russian Federation 

are railway based. According to statistics, railway transport is the main mode of transport 

in Russia (excluding pipelines). Currently, capacities of Russian railways are enough to 

handle existing volumes, but more capacity is needed in case cargo flows’ volume 

increase. Further Development of railway routes is important, as optimal transport 

solution helps reducing transport expenditure in the final price of products. Thus, 

development of the RBGC Russia can also be an important project for the country, which 

will allow decreased transportation costs in the final price of products and increase 

mobility and intermodality. 
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Russian railways are currently undergoing a process of deregulation. According to Laisi 

(2009), deregulation of railways is a step to enhance competition both inside and outside 

of it. Deregulation of the market and opening of economy after entrance to the WTO can 

improve logistics friendliness and increase the use of transit potential of the country. 

However, as it was observed in theoretical part and confirmed by the field research, JSC 

RZD is still quite a conservative and non-versatile company. After deregulation of 

railways in Russia, fully free competition in the sector is still restrained by regulating of 

infrastructural tariffs by the Company. Non-flexible tariff system and inefficient customs 

procedures make railway transport less attractive for both domestic and international 

transportation. Poorly developed infrastructure of the border-crossing points restrains also 

transit transportation and development of rail-based international transport corridors, 

including Rail Baltica Growth Corridor. 

 

At the same time it should be noted that railway infrastructure is better developed 

compared to roads. There are problems with railway infrastructure capacity in Asian part 

of the country, but it is developed well enough in the European part and can compete with 

motor transport. As a result of Governmental program, road infrastructure is well 

developed in the North-West part of the country, close to the Russian - Finnish boarder, 

but in deeper inside the country it is less so. Thus, implementation of new railway 

corridor serves the interests of Russian companies operating in the region. Additional 

transportation link allows them to extend offers on cargo transportation and provide 

customers with optimal logistics solutions. Among the other reasons to support 

development of railway-based transport corridor in the Baltic States, rise in fuel prices 

and increased share of containerization were named (AECOM, 2011). However, to be 

competitive, the corridor (Rail Baltica) should meet such requirements as competitive 

lead time, commercially viable prices, and appropriate frequency of services. Usage of 

private locomotive fleet, which can operate in international traffic without time-spending 

at the border-crossing points, can improve the transportation process and increase 

attractiveness of the project. 
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After entering the WTO, Russia also opened its market for foreign transportation 

companies, the major part of which is expected to be from trucking side. Taking into 

account badly developed road infrastructure in the country, foreign trucking companies 

just barely can compete with railway transport for long-distanced transportation, but can 

harm its operations in part of cargo carriage on short and medium legs. Rail Baltica 

corridor is aimed to connect the North-West part of Russia with Europe. As it was 

mentioned during the interviews, road infrastructure is now actively developing in that 

region of the country. Consider that RB (including Russian part) covers on the average 

less than 2000 km, trucking companies can take significant share of cargo flows on their 

service in case of higher prices for railway corridor. 

 

Thus, it can be concluded that one of the most important feature for the Rail Baltica 

corridor competitiveness is price level. These opinions support keystone ideas of the 

corridor, provided by the European side. Project was worked out assuming, that the 

biggest part of the traffic should make intermodal transportation, where price and speed 

are of high priority. It was mentioned during interviews that wagon rent rate plays 

significant role in total price of transportation. Utilization of both container and semi-

trailer transportation can improve efficiency of usage of wagons. According to 

interviewees, today there is actively developing trend of cargo containerization, and even 

raw materials can be transported with the use of containers. Membership of Russia in the 

WTO is expected to increase import flows of such groups of cargo as agricultural 

products, textile, chemicals and fertilizers etc. (Korolev, 2005), which could also be 

containerized or transported by semi-trailers. Thus, due to cargo unitization, it is possible 

to use the same type of wagons for transportation of different freights in both directions, 

which will increase laden trip and decrease expenses connected with idle time or empty 

run of wagons. Moreover, after deregulation of railway market and rapid evolution of 

leasing services, rolling stock in Russia was renewed, and thus wagons can provide better 

safety of cargo delivery. (Expert, 2012b) 
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The medium leveled price for services was proposed as the best option for Rail Baltica 

operation, as it allows decreasing of expenses connected with maintenance or acquiring 

of new rolling stock (AECOM, 2011). Availability of significant amount of wagons on 

Russian market can offer a tool for keeping the price on transportation at medium level or 

even below. This is possible for implementation in case of free access and operation of 

Russian wagons to European part of the corridor. Again, Russian membership in WTO 

should facilitate optimizing and harmonizing transport legislation of the country, which 

will ease cross-border cooperation in part of rolling stock rotation. 

 

At the same time, block trains with containers and semi-trailers have average speed of 

movement higher comparing to regular bulk trains. Introduction of these types of trains 

into service will allow the corridor to provide good lead time and be competitive against 

the short sea mode. Trend of usage of block trains more than bulk trains was also outlined 

in the AECOM research work, which studied the development of RBGC within the Baltic 

States countries. (AECOM, 2011) 

 

According to AECOM estimations, the lead time from Tallinn to Latvian-Polish border 

will make 10.38 hrs (AECOM, 2011). In case of cargo transportation carrying out from 

Saint-Petersburg to Berlin with average speed of 68 km/h, total lead time will be 

approximately two days and three hours. This time also includes idle hours for customs 

procedures and change of gauge, admitted to be equal to one full day. Meanwhile, 

Russian private companies expressed their expectations for competitive lead time to be 

between five and seven days. Thus, in case of implementation of projected speeds, 

travelling times and reasonable price, RBGC will increase competition to both trucking 

companies and the short sea transportation. 

 

Introduction of IMO regulation for sulphur in the region of the Baltic Sea for short sea 

shipping in year 2015 can also bring more cargo to Rail Baltica and increase its 

competitiveness comparing to marine transportation in the region. Additional cargo can 

be attracted from the port of Saint-Petersburg (city sea port, not Ust-Luga or other 
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terminals incl. in the following figures), which already today has a significant freight 

turnover – 57,814.4 thousand tons of which 23,039.6 thousand tons makes containers 

(Port of St. Petersburg, 2013). As it was revealed during the interviews, infrastructure of 

the port is not developed enough to provide customers with expected level of services. 

Interviewees recognized, that currently Finnish ports can provide better services 

compared to Russian ports, located in the region. Better level of services is especially 

vital when transporting high-priced cargo with rapid price erosion (Ivanova et al., 2006). 

 

Even if Rail Baltica project has not received that great interest from Russian side, its 

successful implementation rests quite much on east. For example, neighbouring countries 

of Rail Baltica alignment in east (Russia, Belarus and Ukraine) account very high share 

from current railway traffic. In case of Latvia, eastern three countries market share is 

entirely dominating, having value of approx. 80 % (Figure 18). Dominance of east in 

railways is not entirely dependent on Russia only, like in Latvia’s case just above 60 % 

from total volume is arising from it (Figure 19), which leaves rest of 20 % to Belarus and 

Ukraine. Even if Estonian volumes have declined during the observation period, share of 

east in railway sector is half (Figure 18); much of the volume drop from/to Russia at rails 

has been compensated with the growth of Belarus volumes. Similar trend exists also in 

Lithuania, where Belarus has increased to larger than Russia in absolute numbers – this 

growth hardly shows any slowing down signs. Lithuania is approaching 40 % volume 

share by three countries located in east. 
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Figure 18. Share of Russia, Belarus and Ukraine (to/from these three countries) from 
transported tons at railways in different Rail Baltica Growth Corridor 
countries. Source (data): Eurostat (2013) 

 

From other than Baltic States, only Finland is showing considerable share in east 

direction at rails (roughly one third). Even if railway transportation volumes in Finland 

have been on decline, share of east oriented flows has remained the same. So, these both 

have declined with the same phase (bit higher decline in Russian vol.). Gap to Poland is 

still sizable, even though Polish volumes are on long term growth mode, both to/from 

three east countries (Figure 17) as well as with Russia (Figure 18). Interestingly at 

German railways “east three” volumes and influence are nearly non-existing. 
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Figure 19. Share of Russia (to/from) from transported tons at railways in different Rail 
Baltica Growth Corridor countries. Source (data): Eurostat (2013) 

 

Analyzed influence at railway sector is of course well-known through earlier research, 

but what is striking is that eastern oriented volumes are not on slowdown or decline mode 

as analyzed together. They have kept their significance, and actually only slowly 

declining volume is on the Russian side, but this has been offset favourable development 

by Belarus and Ukraine. As most of these transported products on east axis are raw 

materials (oil, coal and fertilizers) to be supplied for European markets, they end to sea 

ports to be forwarded further. These volumes will have an effect as sulphur regulation 

will be effective in year 2015. As sea route from Baltic States is shorter (than e.g. through 

Russian sea ports), it could be assumed that railway volumes will remain at current level. 

If Russia will also implement strict sulphur emission targets for sea transports, then it is 
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just question will these railway volumes from east end to sea ports of Baltic States, or 

will they continue with railway alignment to Central Europe through Poland. 
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Figure 20. Outward maritime volumes from different Rail Baltica Growth Corridor 
countries to other RBGC countries (‘000 tons). Source (data): Eurostat 
(2013) 

 

Questionable is not only the new routing of existing railway volume from east, also 

outwards maritime handling possess great question mark. Figure 20 illustrates this further 

(in here we are only taking into account maritime transportation volumes between Rail 

Baltica countries). Even if the most of the discussion around sulphur regulation effects in 

post 2015 world has been centered around export of Germany and Finland, Russia is 

actually holding largest share on sea basis for cargo, which is supplied to Rail Baltica 
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countries (mostly to Germany, Lithuania and Finland). Actually in Figure 20 Russia has 

grown as dominating factor within short sea shipping in the group of RB countries. If 

sulphur regulation shall be implemented in Russia, then some of this volume will be 

devoted to railway network or pipelines as road transportation is not cost competitive in 

raw material transports. Interestingly based on earlier research, raw material transport at 

sea is going to be hurt as much as general cargo due to sulphur regulation implementation 

(Kalli et al., 2009). Actually one of the largest sea ports in Finland (for dry bulk), 

Kokkola, just recently estimated that sulphur regulation implementation shall bloc this 

sea port nearly entirely out of transportation markets as larger sea vessels no longer will 

visit in its quays (Eskola, 2013). Significant part of Kokkola’s volume is dry bulk having 

origins in Russia. Maritime transport and short sea shipping change is again hidden 

opportunity for Rail Baltica alignment, which could even materialize before shorter 

European gauge construction projects is even officially started. So, Russian volumes at 

rails e.g. in Baltic States are not on growth mode as of today (or have been so on the 

recent years), but this could suddenly change as capacity is still available and older 

railway network for 1520 alignment has been improved during the recent years. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS  

 

Theoretical study shows that the railway transport is the major freight carrier in Russia 

for both internal and external transportation (excluding pipelines), and there is a need to 

develop its services to provide customers with optimal transport solution. It is a vital 

mode of transport for both internal and external cargo flows of the country. Currently, 

Russian railway sector is in a middle of a deregulation process. At this stage there is a 

separation of rolling stock from the JSC RZD, while infrastructure and tariffs are still 

regulated by the Company. This allowed creating free competition in the wagon market, 

but technical performance of the industry is still low. Accession of the Russian 

Federation to the WTO will create a background for diversification of cargo transported, 

which should lead to improvement in country’s logistics performance. After joining the 

WTO, increase in both domestic and foreign investments, including into railway transport 

should be observed due to more transparent legislation and active penetration of Russian 

market by foreign companies. 

 

Moderated customs legislation and customs procedures, including introduction of 

electronic documents, together with improved infrastructure will enhance exploiting of 

Russian transit potential and development of international transport corridors, which are 

mainly railway based. At the same time, improvement in road infrastructure will increase 

competition between railway transport and road, but nowadays, railway infrastructure is 

in better condition. Import cargo flows are forecasted to change more comparing to 

export ones. Structure of import cargo flows is also a factor for stiffening of competition 

with road transport, while export flows remain to consist mainly of oil and oil products, 

where railways can offer optimal solution for transportation. 

 

In order not to lose the competitive edge and attract import flows on its service, railways 

have to offer for customers optimal transportation solution. To achieve that, variety of 

routes should be available. Also, additional capacities could be needed in case of import 

cargo flows growth. In the present work, case study considered the railway based 
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international transport corridor Rail Baltica Growth Corridor Russia. All in all, Russian 

companies are positive towards development of the new railway corridor. However, it 

was outlined, that the project implementation will be successful in case of sufficient 

cargo flows available for transportation in both directions. During the interviews it was 

revealed that even though railway infrastructure is in more or less good condition and is 

able to serve current cargo flows, additional investments are required to develop the Rail 

Baltica connection. This concerns not only the railway infrastructure itself, but also such 

supporting infrastructure as well-developed system of dry ports, perfectly operating point 

of boogie changing between 1520 and 1435 mm gauges, capacity of border-crossing 

points, well coordinated work of locomotive service and so on. To develop the corridor 

private investments are needed, however private companies are ready to invest into the 

project only in case it would be profitable.  

 

As of today, though Russian private transport companies are interested in implementation 

of the project, existing problems with border-crossing infrastructure, unclear decision-

making processes, and non-transparent customs procedures from Russian side do not 

allow currently making services of the corridor smooth, clear and predictable. Without 

solving these problems RBGC Russia will be hardly competitive against road and sea 

transportation in the region.  According to the interviewers, to be competitive and attract 

cargo on its service Rail Baltica should, primarily, offer the competitive price. There 

could be flexibility in price level, if the corridor has such additional features as suitable 

frequency, shorter lead time or more developed set of value added services comparing to 

trucking or short sea companies. It should be noted, that Russian companies are less 

demanding towards the lead time comparing to the European countries, which have taken 

part in the Rail Baltica Growth Corridor project. 
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Appendix A  

Interview framework (in English) 

1.Company background 

2.Logistics process 

Characteristics of goods (Sending and receiving) 

oBulk (solid) 

oLiquid bulk 

oGas 

oGeneral Cargo 

oGeneral Cargo (on pallets) 

oTemperature-controlled goods 

oDangerous (or detrimental to the environment) goods and materials 

 

Served transportation modes 

oRailway / Road / Sea / Inland waterway / Air 

oDevelopment of transportation modes recently 

oFuture estimations 

oWhich factors have the main influence on decision-making in 

choosing different transportation modes? 

oAre you able to affect in transportation process? 

Routes / Modes / Schedule / Quantity 

What logistic services does your company offer? 

a.Customs, transportation, loading / unloading etc. 

Forwarding volumes 

oVolumes  

oDirections / Locations  

Countries, factories, terminals, warehouses etc. 

oDistances 
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3.Problems / challenges and possibilities in transportation system  

 

Usage of rail transportation 

oCould the volume of rail transportation be increased? 

If no: Kindly describe main hindering factors (cost, 

technological, infrastructural and cultural issues etc.) 

oWhat kind of improvements should be done to increase the 

attractiveness of rail transportation? (Technology, infrastructure, 

culture, price and co-operation) 

Usage of intermodal transportation 

oUsage of intermodal units in supply chain 

Containers 

a.20 feet / 40 feet / 45 feet / other 

Semi-trailers / swap bodies 

If yes, could it be used more? Why? 

If no, could it be used? Why? 

How do you see the usability and attractiveness of container 

transport in supply chain in your company? 

oUsage of different transportation modes in intermodal 

transportation in your company 

o Usage of intermodal transportation in inland / hinterland 

transportation  

Future plans for intermodal transportation 

o Increase, why? 

oDecrease, why? 

 

4.Infrastructure 

Kindly describe the overall condition of transport infrastructure 

oRoad and rail connections, warehouses, terminals, airports etc. 

Local peculiarities 
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Ownership of infrastructure 

Infrastructure payments 

Problems, challenges and possibilities 

Main source of economic support 

Possibility to influence in transportation network 

 

5.National decision-making processes & laws 

Kindly describe the decision-making process in your country related to 

transport market 

oStructure of the process 

oStakeholder’s role in the process 

oPossibility to influence on the process 

Through which actors? 

oPlease identify institutions that have power and potential to take 

part in decision-making processes in transport development in 

Russia 

Which actors should can be contacted to lobby in decision-

making? 

Which actors have possibility to affect in decision-making? 

How are different interest groups and actors related to each 

other? 

oHow long the decision-round normally lasts 

Decision map 

Overall attitude towards the process 

oPossible problems related to the process 

Who is in charge of economic support decisions? 

oWho makes the final decisions (parliament, ministry etc.)? 

oCan you affect in final decisions? 

 

6.Co-operation between the region and national decision-making 
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How do you see the importance of regional traffic in comparison to national 

and international traffic? 

How is the regional aspect taken into account in national decision-making? 

Are there any differences between regions? 

oAre there connections, which are prioritized nationally? 

oIs St. Petersburg or Moscow region prioritized in national decision-

making? 

Are different transport modes treated differently? 

Is passenger and freight traffic treated differently? 

How is town planning organized? 

oAre there differences between cities, or are there available common 

rules and procedures? 

Are there any major problems related to cooperation with national decision-

making? 

 

7.Unions and organizations 

European Union (EU) 

oHas EU had influence on Russian transport development? 

oVisa 

What is your opinion about Visa free travelling between EU 

countries and Russia? 

oWhat is your opinion about common EU projects? 

oAre you aware of EU plans concerning e.g. Rail Baltica? 

World Trade Organization (WTO) 

oHow will joining WTO effect in transportation in Russia? 

oWill WTO membership have effect in customs tariffs? 

oWhat is your opinion about joining WTO? 

Eurasian Union 

oWhat is your opinion about Eurasian Union? 

oWhat possible effects Eurasian Union could have? 
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- on overall development of economy of the Russian Federation 

- on development of transportation networks 

- on development of railway system 

- on transportation legislation 

Are there any other organizations or unions that have influence? 

 

8.The green aspects 

What is the importance and influence of environmental friendliness to your 

company? 

What is the importance and influence of environmental friendliness to your 

company’s customers? 

What is the future outlook in decreasing environmental impacts? 

How have green aspect been taken into account in your company? 

 

9.Co-operation 

Kindly describe your co-operation with public sector 

Have you had co-operation with private sector? 

With railways and marine lines, one-time agreements 

Have you used public-private-partnership (PPP) as a form of co-operation? 

Have you had co-operations with educational institutions (concerning 

logistics)? 

Have you had co-operation with EU (EU projects)? 

 

 

10.Rail Baltica 

Overall attitude towards BSR & transport corridors 

oOverall opinion towards Rail Baltica 

oWould your company benefit from Rail Baltica? 
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What would you regards the most important transport connections offered by 

Rail Baltica? (e.g. Central Europe, Baltic States, Finland, Poland) 

What would you consider the most important transport connections for Rail 

Baltica? (e.g. terminals, seaports, airports, via Baltica) 

What characteristics would you stress in Rail Baltica (e.g. frequency, speed, 

axle loads, ticket price, train comfort, additional services) 

Would freight or passenger transport be more important than the other? 

Technical aspects 

If Rail Baltica is realized, how would it affect transportation and economy in 

your country? 

If Rail Baltica is realized, do you think there should be one company or 

several companies operating the connection? 

What are the main strengths and weaknesses of Rail Baltica? 

Is Rail Baltica considered as important transport corridor for Russia? 

Width of gauge 

Demand 

oPrice 

oSpeed, travel time, loading time 

oFrequency 

oCapacity 

oBlock train, huckepack or what? 

oEnvironmental friendliness 

 

11.Alignment of Rail Baltica 

What would be best possible route for Rail Baltica line to St. Petersburg? 

oFrom Tallinn to St. Petersburg? 

oFrom Tartu to St. Petersburg? 

oFrom Helsinki to St. Petersburg? (this line is already being 

operated with Allegro) 
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How is the current Rail Baltica alignment? 

oIs connection to Berlin important? 

oIs connection to Warsaw important? 

oIs connection to South-Europe important? 

oWhat is the most important connection? 

Are there other important routes that could be connected with Rail Baltica? 
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